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Introduction

My research project is on the traumatic effect of the loss of identity suffered by the Dunggutti tribe, an ancient race of indigenous people of which my mother, Annie Whilamena Kelly, is an elderly member. Annie Kelly was born 9th February 1909 on the fringes of the Callaghan Swamps cattle station near Tamworth where her father worked as a drover. Her tribal ancestry is of these ancient people whose recognized territory is in an area known as "The Falls Country" which lies between the New England Tablelands where the Macleay river, a once vital part of the survival of the Dunggutti people, commences its flow to Kempsey where the mouth of the Macleay river runs into the Pacific Ocean.

My project commenced with a request to the Institute of Aboriginal Studies in Canberra which resulted in a list of references relating to the Dunggutti tribe. The Newcastle University’s Auchmuty library furnished me with books and materials supplied through the Inter-Library Loan service from the Institute of Aboriginal Studies.
Because my mother had always mentioned the Seventh Day Adventist Church and their association with the Dunggutti people I approached the head librarian of the Avondale College in Cooranbong, south of Newcastle, who advised me of the Mirriwinni Gardens Aboriginal Academy in Kempsey with which the Seventh Day Adventists were initially associated but which is now functioning mainly with Aboriginal staff members.

Also in my research I came into contact with Pastor Bruce Roberts, Aboriginal Co-ordinator, The Aboriginal Seventh Day Adventist Church in Kempsey who was very helpful with information concerning the church's involvement with the Bellbrook Reserve which was first established in 1883.

In making contact with the Macleay River Historical Society, Kempsey, their research assistant, Mrs. Moira Hodgson, was also very helpful with information on the Dunggutti people.
This vast continent has been occupied by an ancient race of
people for over 50,000 years. It has taken only two hundred
years of those 50,000 years for the Dunggutti people to
experience the traumatic process of losing their cultural
identity.

The Dunggutti tribal territory which measures 285,000 hectares
follows the Macleay River from high in the New England Tablelands
where there is a 2000 foot drop from the plateau into deep
ravines which are scenically magnificent. The Macleay continues
its flow through tumbling waterfalls, heavy forests, deep gorges
and mountain ranges to a narrow coastal plain and then to the
Pacific Ocean near Kempsey. The forests were made up of
eucalyptus hardwood, red and white cedar, native oak and almost
impenetrable rain forests consisting of enormous trees, vines,
tree ferns and numerous species of plant and animal life.

The Dunggutti people were an organised society with their own
lore, Clever Men (doctors), religious rituals and corroborees.
Tribal gatherings took place when the initiation ceremony of
"Kippara" (or "Cawarra") took place. During religious rituals
and corroborees the shields and boomerangs were decorated with
designs in ochre. Sacred sites were marked with carved trees and
stone arrangements. In 1935 the last initiation ceremony carried
out by Aboriginal people in New South Wales was held by the
Dunggutti tribe which is a strong indication as to how long they
struggled against white domination in trying to retain their own
cultural identity. Several of the sacred sites in Dunggutti territory have been outlined by H.F.M. Creamer, Research Officer for the National Parks and Wildlife Service of N.S.W. At the heart of the Dunggutti territory is Mount Anderson, the most well known site to all Dunggutti people. It is known as 'Burrel Bullai' and is "believed to possess a strong spiritual power capable of drawing all Dunggutti people back to their homelands." The Dunggutti and Gumbangirra coastal people shared several sacred sites on the Nambucca River which framed the boundary between their land.

Implements used by the Dunggutti Aborigines either in the case of tribal warfare or during their hunter-gatherer lifestyle included spears, clubs, boomerangs, shields; stone axes, cleavers and scrapers, hammerstone and grindstones; firesticks, digging sticks, water and food carriers. Dillybags and nets fashioned from string were made from the teased-out inner bark of the curryjung sapling.

There are very few references to the clothing worn by the Dunggutti people. However they are described as wearing cloaks made of opossum skins and Barry Morris refers to the 'murripin', a type of loincloth which was worn by the tribesmen in preference to the trousers issued by the Aboriginal Protection Board.
The search for their food was an important part of the daily routine of Dunggutti people. A Dunggutti tribal elder and councillor, Victor A. Shepherd, who was also my Uncle, described meeting some old tribesmen and one in particular in 1921 who was reputed to be over 100 years of age. All were in good health. "Each was very active and mentally alert, and without exception each carried a full set of teeth and each possessed exceptionally keen eyesight.... I have heard their stories of the ancient tribesmen they knew in their boyhood and girlhood days, for my maternal grandmother was numbered among these grand old folk. I can recall that she chewed her food thoroughly and always drank plenty of water. She possessed an excellent set of teeth and never hurried through a meal. The diet was well balanced at all times. Owing to the fact that temperance was a strict rule coupled with close practice of conservation, there was always an abundance of foods commensurate with the needs of the community irrespective of where the people were located."

Their natural foods included meat, fish, shellfish, crustaceans, eggs of pythons and eggs of emus, plain turkey, scrub turkey and most water birds; fruits, two kinds of figs, lily roots, three kinds of yams, two kinds of raspberries, cherries, lilypillies, nuts, seeds of certain grasses, cabbage tree tops, three types of native bee honey (one of which had intoxicating qualities) and wichetty grubs.
Victor said, "such an array of food linked with temperance produced a lean and wiry individual charged with vitality, stamina and endurance which ensured a long and active life." He remarked on the fact that, "there were not fat or over-weight persons back in the old times."

In 1923 W.J. Enright wrote that the same language was spoken by Aboriginal people along the Australian East coast. The information in reference to the Dunggutti language was obtained from an "old full-blood Aboriginal", born in the district before it was settled by white men. Enright states there were no written records of the language of the Dunggutti people but the following are a few examples of its vocabulary and grammar recorded by Rev. H. Livingstone as in the appendix to 'An Australian Language', by Rev. L.E. Threlkeld:

   Ear : Na-gun
   Eye : Meel
   Nose : Jun-gun

In 1964 a Swedish linguist, Professor Nils Holmer visited the Bellbrook Reserve and spoke to five men who still remembered the Dunggutti tongue. Professor Holmer who recorded 1000 words stated that the language was difficult for Europeans .. there appeared to be no distinctions between consonants. According to Ray Kelly, a Senior Aboriginal Sites Officer with the National Parks and Wildlife Service of N.S.W., the Dunggutti language is now only spoken by a few elderly Aboriginal people in Kempsey.
The Dunggutti folklore is the important storytelling by the elders of the tribe. The following is told by Victor Shepherd (who lived at the Bellbrook Reserve) on how the Nulla Nulla Creek was formed: "Once men of the tribe went fishing in the big water and caught an eel and gave it to two children to watch over while they went hunting in the bush. The children watched the eel as they were told, but a bad man came up and wanted the eel so he tickled them to death and took it. He ran off into the bush.

When the men of the tribe came back and saw what had happened, they sent for the medicine man who used all his powers to bring the children back to life. The children told the warriors what had happened and pointed the way the bad man had taken. The warriors set out to track down the bad man. The bad man knew he was being tracked and ran this way and that, trying to hide. He went up into the hills and found a rock and hid under it but soon the warriors came up. They could not move the rock, but a thrush which had magical powers flew up and heard what the warriors had to say and broke open the rock. The warriors rushed in and threw their spears into the bad man’s back and the medicine man came up and changed him into a porcupine and the spears became quills. The track the bad man made as he tried to flee from the warriors was turned into the Nulla Nulla creek, fed from waters which came from the rock."
By 1835, with the expansion of European settlement throughout New South Wales, the Dunggutti people's territory was finally invaded. Their tribal territory was in rich pastoral riverlands and thick timbered forests, therefore they were soon to feel the effects of the settlers associated with these industries.

These settlers were soon to upset the delicate balance and endangered the mere existence of this peaceful race of people. The Dunggutti people did not submit passively to the invaders of their tribal lands. A number of the Dunggutti people were forced to flee from the New England Tableland or up the Macleay River throughout the European invasion. Their retreat was into beautiful but barren and precipitous country that could only be entered by horse or on foot. Hostility eventually spilled over between them and the settlers in the isolated area of the Upper Macleay valley as the flocks, herds and timber-cutters took possession of their hunting grounds. The Dunggutti people defended their lands in the only way their natural skills and weaponry could be utilised which was in the form of guerilla warfare. They were regarded as being particularly aggressive by the early settlers and were described as 'great strapping and ferocious-looking fellows, fully armed with spears, boomerangs and tomahawks.' Reprisals for their attacks were often severe, despite the regulation which provided for the protection of the Aborigines.
Due to the shortage of food caused by the invasion of their territory, raids on the settlers and their stock by the Dunggutti warriors continued throughout the 1840’s. "In 1849 twenty-nine of the thirty-one station owners in the region petitioned for protection from the government and sought the introduction of a special bill to punish the Dunggutti people. They were advised that the Attorney-General could not devise any measure for punishment other than by the law as it then stood. Continued pleas for assistance eventually resulted in a force of Native Police being brought down from further north in 1856. These Native Police were stationed at 'Nulla Nulla' until 1858 to locate and apprehend the Dunggutti fighters. The 'Nulla Nulla' station was eventually to be made use of by the Aboriginal Protection Board.

Between 1835 and the 1850’s the Dunggutti people were decimated by the invaders in a violent process of poisonings and murders. The only reference found throughout my research on introduced diseases in relation to the Dunggutti tribe was the illness 'tuberculosis'. As one councillor seeking the removal of Aborigines from the hospital stated at a council meeting, 'He had it on good medical authority that at least 80 per cent of the Aborigines were infected with T.B. and in many cases with something worse'. It is well written but not documented, that the Aboriginal people throughout Australia including the Dunggutti people simply died as a result of introduced diseases
such as polio-myelitis, smallpox, tuberculosis, influenza, venereal diseases and even minor childhood ailments such as measles which the Aboriginal people had no immunity.

To enable the authorities to have greater control of the Dunggutti people, who by the 1860's were now refugees in their own land, the Aboriginal Protection Board established the Bellbrook Aboriginal Reserve in 1883 on the Nulla Nulla Creek which originally had been the Native Police Station.

The Anglican Church was involved with the reserve initially which became the reason for its identification as a 'mission'. In 1913 the N.S.W. Conference of the Seventh Day Adventists sent Pastor Phillip Rudge to establish a mission at the Macleay River after an initial failed attempt in 1910. The Dunggutti people who were once confident and successful hunter-gatherers in their own vast tribal territory were now confined to 36.4 hectares. This proved to be the beginning of the final demoralising process which meant that the Dunggutti people were now to be completely reliant on the white invaders for their survival.
My father, Richard Kelly, a Dunggutti tribal member married my mother on the Bellbrook reserve. They were married by a Seventh Day Adventist Pastor in the early 1930's and chose to leave the reserve and Kempsey area in the early 1940's to separate their three children from the strong racial segregation which was taking place at that time.

My Grandfather, Dick Kelly, born in the late 1800's was fondly referred to by all of his grandchildren as 'Ba Ba' Kelly which could possibly be the only word from the Dunggutti dialect we all would recognise immediately. His grandchildren are now spread out across New South Wales today as urban Aborigines. Grandfather's future generations are ancestors of members of the very strong proud race of Dunggutti people who lived in one of the richest riverland areas in Australia. His tribe is of a race of people whose culture is the most unique and ancient surviving indigenous culture on this earth. Despite this period of adjustment to our lifestyle we will continue to survive with the same affinity with this land as our forefathers possessed.

During this 200 year cultural identity struggle by the Dunggutti people one of our tribal elders, Ray Kelly, has been able to view personally, on a continual basis, the desecration of our sacred sites. The Dunggutti people see these sacred sites as the cultural petrification of our past history over the 50,000 years of occupancy of this continent which was declared "Terra Nullius" by our European invaders.
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A SUMMARY OF THE LIFE OF MRS. ANNIE WHILAMENA KELLY  
WHO IS OF ABORIGINAL DESCENT  
MEMBER OF THE DUNGGUTTI TRIBE, NEW ENGLAND TABLELANDS, NSW  
FROM 1909 -------  

*****  

Mrs. Annie Whilammena Kelly’s story is that of an Aboriginal woman who was brought up by her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Wright, who was born in 1838 and lived for 104 years of the 200 year occupation of Australia. Sarah Wright was born 50 years (second generation) after the invasion of Aboriginal soil by Europeans. As mentioned in Annie’s story her Mother suffered a nervous breakdown. Annie was ten years of age and she was not to live with her Mother again. The strongest influence over her from that time was her grandmother. The ambitions of her grandmother who after only two generations of civilisation was to ensure that Annie adapt to European society without too much pressure from either society.

Annie achieved this by marrying a Dunggutti tribal member, Richard Kelly, who had the very same ambitions as herself. They journeyed out of their Dunggutti tribal area which lies between the New England Tablelands and Kempsey on the north coast to Newcastle in the Hunter Valley.

They did not have Aboriginal predecessors to advise them of all the pitfalls that would eventually effect their adjustment to the European society. All they could think of was that their four children would have every opportunity that they could offer.
The traditional lifestyle of an Aboriginal woman was to share the caring and nurturing of her children with extended female members of her family. Annie left this familiar tribal environment for two reasons. One was to ensure her children achieve an education that would enable them to find skilled employment and to also take them away from the negative environment in Aboriginal Reserves and towns back in the 1940’s. Unfortunately, these environments have not changed in 50 years, in fact, they have worsened along with the European society due to the effects of drug and alcohol abuse.

From the time she was 35 years of age she has lived in "white" society in Newcastle without the daily support of her Aboriginal extended family. As Annie was very conscious of her Aboriginality she did not blend at all within the "white" society. This was to finally take its toll when her children who grew up under her positive influence began to make their own way in western society.

These four skilled young people who were taken from their natural Aboriginal tribal environment were now young adults and were following their natural instincts in socialising in a "white" environment and that was too prove unsuccessful. They had to return to their own people on the Reserves and in these environments they proved to be misfits as well.
Meanwhile at 54 years of age Annie became widowed which meant greater isolation for an Aboriginal woman in white society. The progressive decisions made by Annie and her husband to leave their people and try to adjust to a European society has proven to be an immense sacrifice to her health. Annie can only hope that her future generations will continue with the enormous adjustment that has to be made by Aboriginal people to this European society.

Maybe with the growth of the country the Aboriginal people will not have to leave their tribal environment which must give them a certain amount of strength to survive in itself, as over the past 200 years they have had to PROVE to this European society their own cultural affinity with this land.
My name is Miss Shay Kelly. The party that I'm about to interview is my Mother, Mrs. Annie Whalamena Kelly who is of Aboriginal descent. The interview is for my Australian History Course which I am doing at the Newcastle University as part of the 1989 Part-Time Open Foundation Course. It is Saturday, 7.30 p.m., 3rd June 1989 and the interview is being conducted at Unit 12A, 148 Teralba Road, Adamstown, 2289.

****

It is lovely to be here with you this evening, Mum. I know you turned 80 years of age this year - you were born 9 February 1909.

Q. Would you tell me where you were born?

A. I was born at Callaghan Swamps near Inglebar, 1909 and my father and my grandfather worked amongst cattle for a wealthy grazier at Callaghan Swamps at Inglebar.

Q. Soon after you were born, Mum, I believe you were taken to Nowendoc - would you tell me where Nowendoc is?

A. I don't remember going to Nowendoc as I was very young. I can't remember Inglebar until Aunty Ella (first sister) was born and that was when my Mother took me back to Inglebar and showed me where they lived. What was the question you asked me now?
Q. When you went to live at Nowendoc it was at a very early age and you did all your schooling at Nowendoc, didn’t you?

A. Yes, well as I grew up my Father and Mother took a selection at Nowendoc, so many acres of land, and that is where I went to school at Nowendoc.

Q. You had three sisters and one brother and you all went to school until you were fifteen years of age. I believe your brother, John, was the first Aboriginal to receive the Intermediate Certificate in New South Wales (in Australia). You really must be very proud of him.

A. I couldn’t believe it either. I thought it was only Nowendoc, but it was Australia. When I found out it was Australia, I was more pleased about it.

Q. You must have had a marvellous teacher (Mrs. Kinnear).

A. We did. She loved them (the Aboriginal people). Yes. She loved Aunty Mary (youngest sister). She took Aunty Mary into live with her as a companion (a cattle station near Gloucester).

Q. Nowendoc is at the back of Taree. It is beautiful country?
A. It is a long way from Taree but it is closer to Gloucester. There is Nowendoc, then Gloucester at the foot of the hill where poor Ernie (Wright) was buried, but Taree is miles and miles back this way, back towards Wingham, you know, going back towards Kempsey on the railway.

Q. You’re Father’s people came from there, didn’t they? (Where?) From Nowendoc?

A. He came from Callaghan’s Swamps, Inglebar (he spent most of his life at Nowendoc, didn’t he?) After he got married. He got married at Inglebar. There were three weddings. There was Dad’s, and his sister, Aunty Annie and Uncle Jack, his brother. They had three weddings (on the same day).

Then they all left Inglebar to build at Nowendoc to have their children and for them to go to school.

Q. The three brothers were given a selection each, weren’t they Mum (they took up selections). There was your Uncle Henry.

A. That’s what took them down there. It was land that was opened up and they wanted people to take land, so Dad took up one selection, Uncle Henry took the other and Uncle Jack took up the other one. But they lost it all because they couldn’t get work and they didn’t have the money to pay, the little money they had to pay to keep it going.
Q. I believe your Mother suffered a nervous breakdown, Mum, and she left you at a very early age. How old were you?

A. I was ten years old - eight or nine. I was eight years older than John. John was just born. I suppose he must have been either 6 months or 6 weeks old.

Q. So you lived with your grandparents.

A. Our grandparents, Sarah Wright and Henry Wright.

Q. What did Henry do for a living when he was at Nowendoc, Mum?

A. Grandfather Henry Wright, he worked for Mr. Laurie, a cattle station owner and he done all his work among the cattle, doctoring cattle, drafting cattle, looking after cattle and sending cattle to the stations and taking them to Gloucester for selling here in Newcastle and Sydney for Mr. Laurie.

Q. Grannie Sarah - did she work at the station at all?

A. No - she stayed at home and looked after the children. She use to make all of her own bread, home cooking. Every second day grandfather would kill a bullock and bring it home and hang it up in the fireplace. It was the only way to keep meat in those days - in the fireplace.
Q. Why the fireplace?

A. To preserve it. Some salted in it's own brine. I can see him doing it now.

Q. Grannie Sarah had about 10 children in the house, didn't she?

A. Just with our kids she did. All her children were grown up. Sally was grown up - she was the eldest. Edna was her daughter. Edna was about six. Grannie had Edna, poor Ernie. She had Tom Allen, then she had us five kids. (She must have been a wonderful women). Then she raised us up and looked after us and sent us to school. (You loved her very much). My Aunties (the mothers) went to work. They were working on stations.

Q. You adored Grannie Sarah, didn't you Mum?

A. Oh! She was a sweetie. She was the sweetest. She never said a nasty word to you. She was one of those grannies who treated all her children alike. She had a way of asking you to do things, you would do it and you would love doing it.
That's how it was for me and I done everything I could possibly do for her because you know what happened to my mother. My father was working at Gloucester for Mackay. She had Aunty Bella's boy and Aunty Jessie's boy because they were all born and there was Edna. She had eight kids and she looked after them. There was never a nasty word or fights or anything.

Q. I believe at one time, Mum, it was the practice by the Government to take children away from their parents. I believe they came for you and your brother and sisters. Would you tell us about that?

A. Well, the only thing I knew was that (what was the feller's name) (Smithers). He was taking all the dark kids and the other orphan kids too. He did a whole lot of it in Armidale, Uralla and then he came to Nowendoc - 40 miles away from Walcha to get us kids. We didn't have our parents and we were living with our old grandmother and they all met him and said, "don't you come in that gate". (This is Uncle Henry, Uncle Jack and Grannie). "Don't you come in that gate". I was there, standing on the hill. I said I'm not going with that man - in my mind - and that was it.
Q. Uncle Henry, Uncle Jack were black trackers at the Police station and Uncle Jim Morris. They heard that this man was coming to take the kids and they stopped this man from taking them?

A. He (Smithers) had a row with them at the Police Station and he went down to 'Glen Kinchie' and stood at the gate and they told him, "don't you come in that gate or on the property". I was standing on the hill.

(You were very lucky, Mum, because a lot of the children were taken from the area, from their grandparents). I heard there, among my Uncles and Auntsies, how the children were treated that were taken away and that was why they went on and stopped all that. They're not taking our children. We went to school. We had to walk all the way to school, but we went to school (every day). (Absence must have been one of the reasons for taking children from their parents).

Q. I bet you were made to go every day too, which was good (because Grannie would want you to have an education).

A. Uncle Henry was good - he was a single man. He helped Grannie and Grandfather. He was a darling and he has all them lovely kids now and he's not there with them.
Q. You left school at fifteen, Mum, and then you went to work at Walcha. Would you tell me about your first job at Walcha? What did you do there?

A. Yes, I went to work. I was helping Grannie with all the little ones living at 'Glen Kinchie'. Uncle Jack and Aunty Janey were coming to Walcha and they were driving up to Walcha in the buggy. I think it was Aunty Janey. Anyway I was in the buggy with Uncle Jack and when we got to Walcha, it was about 5.00 o'clock, sunset. We drove about 40 miles from Nowendoc to Walcha and we went straight out to the Reserve where Grandfather Joe was, an old black, everyone called him Grandfather Joe and when I got there they said there was a job in town and asked whether I would like to take this job in town. I went in the next day and they wanted a dark girl and I was there for six years and that was at Seccles.

Q. Did they own a shop, Mum - how was it?

A. He was a saddler. He made saddles, harness and things like that. Didn't I show you where I worked when we went to Walcha (you did). I showed you where I worked.

Q. And you worked with that family for six years. You liked the lady of the house?
A. I liked them all because they were good to me (you must have enjoyed it - six years). They treated me lovely, too.

Q. I believe that it was his parents or her parents that owned a sheep station outside of Walcha?

A. It was their son, Russell. He had a lovely little sheep station. He married a lovely school teacher from Uralla and he had four children - two girls and two boys. They had a lovely brick house at the station. They called it 'Mayfield'. I use to go out there on Sundays. If I didn't go to the Reserve at Walcha - out among the Koorie - I would go out and stay with them for the evening. But I had a happy life there and I still had a happy one when I left there and went to Armidale. I went to another station in Armidale - Booralong, not Booralong, yes Booralong. I was there for three years. Me and Mary Widdis. I was the cook/laundress and she was the housemaid/waitress. Her brother was the milkman, Ernie. We were there for three years and while I was working there I met your Father and we went out for two or three years because he lived down on the Macleay River and I lived up in the New England. He use to come up for all the sports just to see me - the Show, rodeos and all this sort of thing.
Q. Both of you belonged to the Dungutti tribe? Is that right?

A. Aboriginal tribe - Dungutti and there was the Kummuri. Grannie was Dungutti and Grandfather was Kummuri. All the blackfellers had their own names. Dorrigo had their own. I've forgotten Mums. Mum had one too because she came from the Dorrigo side. Grannie and Grandfather knew their tribe. Grandfather came from Tamworth and Grannie came from Inglebar and that's how they had their different names - the Kummeri and Dungutti - and that's the blacks' tribe - names of the blacks.

Q. So, what year did you get married?

A. I was 23-24 years when I got married.

Q. Did you live in Armidale when you married - where did you get married? (Bellbrook Reserve by a Seventh Day Adventist - Pastor Rosendorf).

A. I lived in Armidale. I worked in Walcha. I use to go to Armidale for all my weekends and I left there and I went to Booralong and I worked thre for three years and I would go to Armidale for my weekends.

Q. Who was your best friend in Armidale?
A. Mary (Widdis). They were all my friends, who was related to my Grannie. All the Widdises – I’ve forgotten the names. (Nellie). She married a Smith. Nellie was Grannie Jessies eldest daughter. You know all the Smiths, Aunty Nellie’s children.

Q. When you married Dad, did you stay at Booralong? Where did you first go to live?

A. No, we went straight to Bellbrook (that’s a Reserve on the Macleay River at Kempsey). No, Bellbrook is 40 miles from Kempsey. We lived on the Reserve there. We built our own little shack. That’s where Judy, Dick and Reg were born.

Q. How long did you stay there?

A. We stayed there until Judy was ready to go to school then we came back to Walcha and had you.

Q. And I was born on the Reserve at Walcha?

A. You were born on the Reserve at Walcha. Judy was four years old then.

Q. Tell me about the time, Mum, where you took me down to the swamp and you went looking for the snake weed and I was bitten by the snake.
A. Oh, when we were living in the tent? (yes).

Q. Tell me about that?

A. Oh! That was a disaster, that was. I went and cut your foot with a razor. We went to the creek and a snake came up between me and Sadie (Shay) and I looked down and I thought I could see blood on Sadie (Shay) and I ran up to the house and I got this blade and I cut it and I sucked her foot because I thought the snake did bite. The doctor said that it couldn't have got you because you would have been dead. Because I didn't do the cut right or the right operation right. That was the tiger snake, that was.

Q. That was their (tiger snakes) swamp area. I believe Grannie use to go and get the weed to make the ointment. Tell me about that? Why were you looking for snake weed, Mum?

A. You could get that snake weed anywhere in Walcha. We learned to get that in Inglebar, that's where I was taught. There was a lot growing around Walcha.

Q. And you use to use that for all sorst of different problems?

A. I use to cook it. Get the olive oil and cook it in the oil and buy the bees' wax so you could thicken it like ointment. That was all the ointment we use to use, for anything! We
never bought any ointments from chemists. Grannie had all the different wild things in the bush that she used to make things out of. She used to - there was a tree now - but I've forgotten the name of the tree - she used to get us the leaves and boil it and give it to us to cure these boils (it did cure them). Yes it cured them and it took marks off us too, where the people had marks. I had terrible marks. You seen the marks on me, didn't you. They've all gone.

Q. At what age did you take us away from Walcha, Mum? I was born there, at what age did you take us away from there?

A. I think it was six months. I don't think you were five months old. Your Father wanted to get out of there. He only stayed there because we were waiting for you. He went to Tobin's camp on the new road that they were putting through to Port Macquarie. Well, they put him there so they could get him to fix up the horses because he had his crook foot and he couldn't do any work but he had to look after all the horses. But as soon as you were born we packed up and came back to Armidale to live (how long were we there?) - three (months) years.

Q. And what made you decide to come to Newcastle to live?
A. Well, we didn't decide to come to Newcastle then. You was ready and the others were ready and you were old enough to travel and Uncle Fred and Aunty Aggy was living in Port Macquarie and they had a nice house so your father said pack up and we'll got to Port Macquarie. So we put old Bonny in the sulky and away we went. It took us a week to go down. But we just went down, we camped all the way down, we fished and oh! it was great. You were a few months old.

Q. Did you like Port Macquarie?

A. Yes, I liked Port Macquarie. We lived there for three years.

I remember a flood there, Mum (you remember that flood). I remember a flood. I can remember us all on the bed, high on the bed and the water was coming in. I'm glad you told me what age I was. I must have been about three (you must have been). I remember that water.

A. I was lying on the bed and I looked under and all that water was coming under our bed. We'll have to go. We lived on the river see - on the Hasting river. In the flood time it use to come up into the creek. We didn't know that.
They always advised, "you want to shift". The Postmaster said the water will come up right past that shed. So we packed up and went out to Uncle Fred and Aunty Aggy for a few days and then Dad said "come on, we're going," we packed up and it took a week for us to come down to Newcastle.

Q. You came to Newcastle because one of your first cousins lived down here?

A. Marge (Smith). I always use to write to her (and Aunty Mary too) - for year and years we wrote. We went to school together and we use to write to each other. This time she wrote to me and said, that we're going - Jack wants to go back to his people. They had five kids then - Alice was the oldest. She said the house is here if you want it. Well that was right in our hands. So we packed up and jumped in the sulky and it took us a week to come down - but that's the old house!

Q. Four children in a sulky - wonderful!!!

A. Yes, we all sat there - comfortable. Three would sit on the floor and one sat up in the middle. You took it in turns all the way, coming from Port Macquarie to Newcastle.

Q. What was the name of your horse?

A. Bonny!!
Q. How long had you had Bonny?

A. I couldn't tell you. They bred Bonny (in Bellbrook). Your Uncle Bill had a mare. She had a foal and that was Bonny. Dad broke her into the sulky. "Come on, we'll go, we've got to take the kids somewhere they can go to school because it's no good there (Bellbrook). (Where did we go?) We went to Port Macquarie first. You didn't go to school at Port. I don't think Reg and Dick did either. Fred and Aggy's kids were only young, but by the time we came down here the other three were ready to go to school, but you weren't.

Q. Tell me the story about when you got to Hamilton railway gates in the horse and sulky?

A. On the first day we came through Newcastle. Oh, it was a good road all the way down - it was a good trip, all the way. Old Bonny was travelling like a 'bonny' and everybody use to look at us coming down the road - seeing us driving the sulky as everyone had cars (much laughter) and coming into Hamilton we cross the .... - Dad didn't know where he was...he got lost...I don't know where I'm going...we'll just have to go...anyway old Bonny just sailed down the street as though she was at home. Anyway we got to a certain place - all those big trees there, you know (Maitland Road near Tighes Hill Technical College) and there
is that turn where you turn to the railway line. Bonny turned in there, trotted down the Hamilton street, there she was ... she got to where the tramline was running across and she didn't stop for the tram and Dad couldn't stop her. She must have said, "I'm going, I'm boss here" and the damn tram had to stop (much laughter) and they had to let us go through (that's the law Mother, they have to stop for the animals). She must have known that fact. Oh! your Father, I've never seen him so white (much laughter), but he couldn't do anything. I was thinking, "what am I going to do with these kids in this sulky - I can't jump out!"

Anyway, we got across and we were right and we thanked Bonny for that - she just took over (much laughter). We went right around that day instead of going past the Dogs (Hamilton). We went up the damn hill where we went around the tram and through Broadmeadow (along the old highway) and we had that long hill (from Adamstown) but old Bonny brought us up the hill like she was dragging something light.

Q. Mum, there was something the kids said together - they liked it so much - you always told me that story - what did they say?
A. When we crossed the railway line there, where I said Bonny turned in — well when we got over that there you all said, "WE NOT GOING BACK TO PORT MACQUARIE" and they all said it together.

Q. They must have liked the train or they must have liked all the activity — I don’t what impressed them?

A. Maybe it was old Bonny taking over (much laughter). Oh dear! — it was good though and I liked it myself. I didn’t know it was going to be like that.

Q. Was that the first time you had seen a tram, I suppose it would have been?

A. Oh no! I’d seen trams lots of times cause we use to come down for Christmas when Uncle John was a baby.

Q. You would come down to Newcastle, Maitland or where?

A. Maitland, Newcastle — come right down here and go to the beach. The first place I saw the beach was down here in Newcastle.

Q. All that sand, did you think anything of the sand?

A. Oh no! No, it was the water I liked.
Q. What did you like about the water?

A. The stories my Father use to talk about. Don’t go near the water because it will carry you out and I was scared, I was scared of the water.

Q. Did Marge and Fred know you were coming?

A. Oh! It was Marge and Jack - it was them that got us to Newcastle because when we wrote - we use to write to each other every week from the time we left school. I don’t know how many kids she had - of all the kids you were the baby then. When I got this letter she said, we were leaving Newcastle and she said the house was here if you want it and that was just all I wanted as I use to write to her every week and that was it.

Q. Did you like the house when you saw it? It was a big house.

A. It was a big house, but we would have liked anything because we wanted to be in Newcastle. It was comfortable. It had everying in it - stove, open fire - the only thing was we had to carry water - but you know what they done, the Water Board done - they went and put the water in for us. They put a pipe in with a tap on it right in front of our house. (Yes I remember that).
Q. There were a lot of fruit and grape vines around that house at the back. Did Jack and Marge put them in?

A. The people that owned that place - they put them in there - Hannington, wasn’t it?

Q. When did you find out that Dad qualified for an invalid pension? How did you find that out?

A. Doctors.

Q. Was that soon after he came to Newcastle?

A. See, his leg, he had one small leg from polio (he had polio as a child). The doctors were amazed that his leg grew the same length seeing that it happened so young.

Q. It was turned at the ankle?

A. His ankle was twisted because the weak leg was the leg that carried all the weight. That’s why it twisted - that’s what the doctor said anyway.

Q. He could support his family with the invalid pension but he did go out to work as well, didn’t he. Would you tell us how he worked?
A. Cutting props in the bush out there. Him and another old pensioner, Tommy Sidebottom.

Q. And where did those props go to, Mum?

A. To the man who brought the props to take them to the ... See in the mines they had to have props, so all these props that they cut in the bush all went into the mines. They used to have to cut a 100 props to get a pound, a quid, but that was a lot of money in those days.

Q. He did that for years, didn’t he?

A. Mmm, him and Tommy Sidebottom. It was easy with Tommy Sidebottom — then something happened — he suffered with his heart so he had to give it away, but anyway we struggled and we struggled until we bought this little house over there. It was Tommy Sidebottom who got us that house because he knew that woman. She had a big family and her husband was killed on the train at Broadmeadow — he was crushed. So she just packed up. She knew Tommy Sidebottom and Tommy Sidebottom said I’ve got a family to take this house.

Q. And what is the address of this house?

A. 12 Vena Street, Glendale, 2285.

Q. And how long have you lived there for?
A. How long, you tell me?
We moved there in 1956 (how old were you). I was about 13 years. (You were going to high school).

Q. And you have lived there ever since?
A. And I’ve been there ever since. I own the place now. I was told I’m going to have a mansion built there. So I’m waiting for this mansion and that’s coming up too. I don’t want a mansion, I want a palace. Palaces are for coloured people, mansions for whites. I want a palace (much laughter). That’s another story.

Interviewer: At this point Mother would like to talk about Bonny, the family’s horse.

Mother: I’m talking about Bonny, our horse that brought us to Newcastle. Dad (her husband) turned her out to retire (she used to escape a lot, didn’t she). Yes, she used to get out of the paddock and she was found in the Pound Yard. Years after she was found in the Pound and that made us all happy because she was bought by a baker. A baker bought her out of the Pound Yard and she was the horse that he wanted because she would stand wherever he wanted her to while he was delivering bread. So that’s where our dear old Bonny finished up – in a baker’s cart.

That’s a nice story Mother!
Mother: Also, I would like you to meet my daughter-in-law - Violet Priest and here she is if you would like to speak.

Violet Priest: Hullo Annie, hullo Shay - it's nice to be with you to-night.
Q. Mum, when we were talking about the selections yesterday, we didn’t name them. Would you tell me the names of the men that owned the selections?

A. My Father, Billy Wright - our home was called 'Fauna Vale' and that land was at Nowendoc in the New England Tablelands.

Q. And the names of Uncle Jacks and Uncle Henry’s?

A. Uncle Henry’s (Wright) home was named 'Glen Kinchie' (and Cedar Vale) and Uncle Jack’s (Wright) was named Cedar Valley.

Q. And what did they do on the properties, Mum?

A. Well they worked for other people, clearing their county or clearing for other people as contracts for other people - station owners.

Q. Didn’t they run cattle and horses for themselves on their own selections?

A. Yes, they had their own horses and their own cattle. They had their own milking cows, they had their own pigs - as young people when they first got married.
Q. And they lived off the land then?

A. Yes, they lived off the land until it was the war (will I put that in). The war spoilt everything - they were just put back and they had to live the best way they could like the rest of the people and that's just how it was. But they built their own houses and they cut their own timber, most of the timber they cut and some of the timber came from a man who had a sawmill and they got sheets from the sawmill and the boards to line the houses inside. But our house got burned down, we don't know how, bush fires must have done it.

Q. You have another story too Mum. I think it was Aunty Jessie. She entered a competition where the Daily Telegraph was trying to find a certain print in the way that they print the words, "Daily Telegraph" (the name of the paper).

A. Was it the Daily Telegraph? Her photo was in it. She had her photo taken. It all happened in Tamworth and she won with this beautiful horse, 'Johnny Walker'. Oh! he was the most beautiful chestnut horse and she won this prize, first prize for the Tamworth Show on 'Johnny Walker'.
Q. We have a horsewoman in the family?!?! - wonderful!!

A. They were all horsewomen! They could all ride, because we all had horses, saddles and bridles. That was the only way to get around, you know - horse and buggy. We had everything that everybody else could have in the country.

Q. That story, Mum, about the competition for the Daily Telegraph - tell me about that?

A. Was it the Daily Telegraph? I really don’t know, I just know that she was the Aboriginal lady/women that won at the Show and they took her photo and everything and they had her photo in the paper and that photo Aunty Ruby had. It was a beautiful photo but unfortunately, Aunty Ruby had all those photos - they should have been kept but that house was burned down (Oh Mum! that was a tragedy). Everything was burnt, but anyway that’s what happened, but otherwise the history was all there (it was sad). It was very sad to think that, but we have another generation living in a better life and that’s why we are in Newcastle today. We came here to be educated like the rest of the people for the rest of the generations, the way of the white people.
Q. I've noticed Mum, that you don't have an accent? I don't think Uncle Jack or Aunty Mary or Aunty Lu had the Aboriginal accent. Is that because of that teacher you had at Nowendoc? Do you think? You must have noticed that you don't have an accent. You've heard other Aboriginal people talk, but you don't have that accent.

A. No, it was a teacher from Inglebar. It came from Granny, Dad, Uncle Jack, Uncle Henry, Aunty Bella, Aunty Jessie and Aunty Sally and all of Granny's family. The teacher's name was Mr. Uren — he was a marvellous teacher and he taught them everything they know, how they spoke, what they done it was taught by Mr. Uren, their schoolteacher at Inglebar. I don't think he was a white man (really), but I wouldn't say that positively, somebody might know what he was but he was a schoolteacher that took an interest. Just like the teachers today among the Aborigines. This was one person and he taught all them how to speak and do things.

Q. Also, Mum, you have another story too, when yourself, Aunty Lu, Aunty Mary, Uncle Jack (Aunty Ella) were christened I believe that the Pastor or the Preacher came from Raymond Terrace?
A. Well, there were several ministers - ministers we called them - came from Raymond Terrace - they use to come up to (Nowendoc) at different times in the month. Mr. Harper, Mr. Terrace. They were the ministers that christened us - christened all us children because they use to come to 'Glen Kinchie', Uncle Henry's place. That's where they'd come and have their prayers and do all his christening and we'd go to his church on the times he'd come to Nowendoc.

Q. An Anglican minister, Mum?

A. That's what he called himself. He was a minister who would go with everybody. He was called the Minister, Mr. Terrace.

Q. Mum, you just said, 'Mr. Terrace, do yu think that could have been Raymond Terrace himself because Raymond Terrace is named after a man and you've just said, Mr. Terrace. Could it have been Raymond Terrace, himself, who came to 'Glen Kinchie'.

A. Yes, could have been. We called him Raymond Terrace, no, Minister Terrace, Reverend Raymond Terrace.

Q. So that could have been Raymond Terrace who would visit the Aboriginal people in Nowendoc.
A. There was Mr. Harper too, he would come up here too from Raymond Terrace and Stroud and all those places.

Q. That was a long way to travel. Would they have come by horseback or horse and sulky?

A. No, no. Just by road (by horse). They used to come through floods.

Q. He must have felt he was communicating with the Aboriginal people in that area, don’t you think?

A. He did. He was very, very good to the Aboriginal people. He was one of the kind people that we knew in those times, but he didn’t come from the New England he came from down in the Hunter Valley.

Q. Is that why you wanted to come to the Hunter Valley?

A. No, my Father wanted that. That’s what he done.

Q. You were told by someone in your early years that someday you would live in a big valley. They must have known you were coming down to the Hunter Valley.

A. That’s right. I had my fortune told (it came true). What was told in my fortune all came true.
Q. You couldn't get a bigger valley than the Hunter Valley.

A. That's right. (it's a beautiful area). At that time I never knew. Although I knew my father worked for J.K. Mackay and he owned a lot of it. So that's where we are and I'm still in that valley and I've got my family in that valley and they all seem to be happy in that valley, you know, independent.

Q. When you came to Newcastle in 1945 there were not too many Aboriginal people here, Did you meet very many when you first came?

A. The only people there was and a lot of them living over there at Waratah - what did they call that area - Platt's Estate. Marge and Jack Smith lived over at Charlestown and they had their house there - Mount Hutton/Charlestown and that's their address and that's where they lived and that's the house we got when they left....the house at Mount Hutton.

Q. So in 1945 your life started in the Hunter Valley. You sent your children to Warner's Bay Public School?

A. My four children went there and then they went on to high school - three of them went to Cook's Hill Intermediate High and one went to Central at Broadmeadow.
Q. Mother, I know you were happy with the education of your four children, tell me the careers paths they did take after they left school?

A. Judy, the eldest daughter became a secretary and joined the Air Force and became a Sergeant military policewoman...Dick, the oldest son served an apprenticeship as a carpenter and became a licensed builder...and Reg, the second son, served an apprenticeship with the Railways and became a boilermaker ...and then there was you. You became a secretary and travelled the world.

Mother: I would like to say now that you were all good children and always wanted to go to school, without any trouble at all.

Interviewer: I think you should be very proud of that record, Mum. I think the school days should be the happy days. Our problems started later when as Aboriginal adolescents, trying to socialise in a purely western society. During school days we had a balance by being reasonably successful in the classrooms and also being successful in sporting competitions. When we left school that all ended.
Q. Mum, I want to go back to when you were a young girl living at 'Glen Kinchie'. Will you tell me the story about when you got lost on the pony.

A. Yes, I caught my Old Bay Horse - the horse I use to ride to go for the cows and I went into the bush and I got lost and I didn’t know which way to go. He wanted to go one way and I wanted to go the other and in the finish I let him take his way and he brought me right back home and it was still dark and my grandmother was on the hill 'coo-eeing' out to see where I was - he snorted when she 'coo-ee'd' and she knew I was coming home and that’s the kind of horse he was - he was my dear old grandfather’s horse that he broke in and use to work and ride on the station.

Q. What’s his name, Mum?

A. The horse, 'Bay Pony' - we just called him 'Bay Pony' and he was a darling. He was quiet. You could fall off and he’d stand still till you got back on his back. We use to shoe him - get hold of his legs and pretend to be shoeing him and he’d just stand there while we were taking out stones. He was just wonderful. Grandfather knew all about it. We had the horse to go around that place to go wherever Grandmother wanted us to go to do our shopping in the bush. We use to go to people’s places to buy eggs, others for meat. We were
right out in the country. People would give us meat, they'd give us anything, but we would go with the old Bay Pony always and he would bring us home and he always knew the road, he'd take all the shortcuts, because he knew all the roads (much laughter).

Q. You were saying, Mum, that you would go out and get all the cows and calves and you would bring them back — what would you do with them when you brought them back?

A. Well we'd catch him (Bay Pony) and he'd take us out and bring them back. He knew where to find them in the bush, we didn't. He just knew where to go as it was all bush country, but he would bring us back and he'd round them up and he knew what to do and we didn't have give him the reins. He'd round the cattle and he'd put the cows in the paddock and he'd put the calves in the pen where they would stay for the night, so we'd have milk from the cows in the morning. He was broken in for that (Grandfather Harry would have done that). Yes, Grandfather Wright, old Grandfather Wright, my Father's Father.

Q. He was a renowned horseman, wasn't he?
A. Oh yes! He taught Dad (her father) to be a Vet. Later on Dad was a vet for J.K. Mackay at Cangon (Dungog). On all his stations he was a Vet. So that was my Grandfather and my Father's life - they worked for wealthy people and that was Uncle Henry's country where we use to go for these cows. He took up his selection, but he lost it later on because he couldn't get work and that's why they lost their land - they couldn't get work, couldn't get money to pay for their land.

Q. Mum, there was a man in that area at the time that you use to talk about, his name was Jimmy Moonlight.

A. Jimmy Moonlight, no, he didn't live in that area. Jimmy Moonlight lived down on the Macleay River, Lower Creek, but he lived among the Koori people, with the Morrises. See we was the Wrights at Nowendoc and the Morrises lived at Lower Creek and Aunty Ruby (Morris) and Uncle Henry got married, so it sought of brought us altogether, see and that's 'Glen Kinchie'. But Lower Creek is only what I heard about him. But everybody liked Jimmy Moonlight. Jimmy Moonlight was their, what would you say, their 'bread and butter'. He had all the food. He was a storekeeper and he brought all the food and everything in for the Koori's, otherwise they would not have survived. I don't know how they would have lived there only for him.
Q. How did he get around, Mum?

A. I don't know whether he had a horse and cart or what. He didn't walk. He had his own horse and cart. You know, he done it on a pack horse. He use to go to a certain place and he use to go over the mountains on a pack horse. Aunty Ruby was telling me this. They didn't have carts in them days, they had pack horses and all the food had to be carried on special pack horses and he use to go over the mountains and some place and bring all the food back to Lower Creek and all the people use to buy off him.

Q. What nationality was he, Mum?

A. A Chinaman. He was dark - he was coloured (was he black) Yes. I seen him, but he didn't look like a Chinaman, he looked like an Indian. I'll tell you who he looks like - Uncle Jack (her brother). A little man and dark.

Q. You always mentioned to me that there were Indian peddlers amongst the Koori people. I always thought Jimmy Moonlight was one of those Indian peddlers.
A. He was Indian, but he wasn’t Chinaman. They called him Jimmy Moonlight, they thought he was a Chinaman. He might have told him he was a Chinaman because they didn’t like the Indians. (From what you say, Uncle Jack has Chinese features, you know that very strong boned features, but he is very dark - was Jimmy Moonlight like that). Yes he looked like that.

Q. Mum, tell me the story about Jimmy Bartholomew. He was brought up with your family, by Grannie Sarah and Grandfather Harry. Tell me about him?

A. I’ll tell you all about Jimmy Bartholomew. He lived with our family, he lived with my Mother. He lived with my Mother when we was very young and when my Mother had my sister, Ella, she was crossing the river at Inglebar and he met us there and helped us across and brought us up to the house and the next morning we went to some friends of his and had breakfast. This is at Inglebar too.

Q. The name of the family that you had breakfast with, Mum?

A. There name was, Resi’s. (What nationality were they?) They were foreigners. (Were they dark, coloured?) Yes, they had that look, that foreign look. There were a lot of people around Inglebar that had that look and they all liked the Aboriginals and the Aboriginals liked them. (They liked to live amongst the Aboriginal people?)
Q. Resi – that’s a strange name.

A. Yes, it’s a foreign name, see. I think they might be still around. No, I think they went back to their country.

Q. Mum, tell me about the Indian peddlers that use to come amongst the Koori people?

A. When I was a girl, around about my early teens they would come among the Koori’s and they had food, they’d bring food, groceries, clothes and they had a horse and van to do all this and they travelled for miles. From Walcha to Nowendoc and from Walcha to Inglebar, anywhere where the Aboriginals were, we’d buy food and clothes off these Indians. There was no other way we could buy clothes or food. The only other way was to get it through the mail, once or twice a week, but these Indians would bring it.

Q. They sound like they operated the same way as Jimmy Moonlight who came from the Lower Creek/Macleay area, but you said these people came from Walcha, Mum?

A. They lived in Walcha. Jimmy Moonlight was at Lower Creek and he did the same in Lower Creek as these people did in Walcha.
Q. You liked the people from Walcha, as well as Jimmy Moonlight. Tell me about the times when they came at Christmas time?

A. They use to come at Christmas time and have Christmas with us. Bring things for the children and we'd go down to where they had their camps, near their vans and they use to make us Johnny Cakes and they use to make us nice curry and we had Johnny Cakes and curry. Grandfather would have all his grandchildren there and all around him and they would be serving us Johnny Cakes and curry - wasn't it lovely!! We really enjoyed it! This is in Nowendoc in front of Uncle Henry's home, 'Glen Kinchie'. I remember their names as Peter Meiler and Charlie Lamglosh and they both had stores at Walcha and the store at Walcha was called Peter Meiler's Store.

Q. Did they have a family, Mum, did you ever see them?

A. Yes, he had a wife. He brought his wife over. (Was she Indian?) Yes she was Indian. For years and years he had to fight to get her over (from over in India) and they sent Charlie Lamglosh back and he died on his way over. He was a hundred miles from home. He was sick. He was Peter's friend. Peter's wife was over there. The girl must have been young when he left over there, anyhow they come back. She's like, who was she like, they were both like Theresa (Mum's granddaughter). (Really, our Theresa?)
Q. Mum, let's now talk about your Father, Billy Wright?

A. For seventeen years my Father worked at Tamworth Police station. He was the 'blacktracker' at a little town just out of Tamworth - I just don't know the name, but he was there for seventeen years.

Q. From there, he went into cattle, didn't he?

A. When he left the Police station, he went to work for J.K. Mackay here at Cangon, Dungog and many other places around Gunnedah and in the Hunter Valley. J.K. Mackay had many properties and he worked for him among cattle as a doctor, a Vet, he was, with horses and cattle.

Q. J.K. Mackay liked Koori people, didn't he, Mum? He employed quite a lot of stockmen?

A. That's what this man, this stranger, said. When I was talking to a man on the train coming past Aberdeen (railway). Look, he said, your Father should have been a millionaire cause he worked for J.K. Mackay as a Vet and he done all the doctoring for him on cattle and horses.

Q. He worked for him for years, didn't he, Mum? You lived there at Dungog for time when he was working at Cangon?
A. He worked at many places, we shifted around, you know.

Q. Did you ever meet Mr. Mackay?

A. Y-e-e-s!! One day in particular when I was nine years old. We was living in Dungog, near Cangon Station where my Father lived/worked and on this particular day I went to see Mr. Mackay to find out where my Father was and we had to cross a river. (Who was with you, Mum?) Me and my sister, Lulu, was talking to Mr. Mackay in the orchard and he picked some oranges for us and put them in a bag and helped us back to the river, cause there was a log we had to walk across and he carried the oranges across the log and he saw us across safely and on the other side our Aunty Sally was waiting for us.

Q. On that day, Mum, the message was that your Mother had been taken to hospital, hadn't she?

A. All this happened because my Mother was taken to hospital and we had to be adopted to our Grandmother in Nowendoc. Aunty Sally was in Dungog at the time as they brought a herd of cattle from Nowendoc to Gloucester and it was there that we gave her the message to come and see us children at Cangon with J.K. Mackay.
Q. Mum, you’re saying that Aunty Sally and Aunty Jessie were working as stockwomen, helping Grandfather Harry move cattle from Gloucester to Dungog. That’s the first time I’ve heard of Aboriginal women working as stockwomen.

A. Oh! they loved it. They loved it. (It was a way of life for them, wasn’t it?)

Q. I think it sounds natural too, because their grandfather was a stockmen, your father was a stockman, so your father’s sisters automatically worked in the saddle too. (They loved it!). Did you ever get on, herding the cattle at all yourself, Mum?

A. I use to ride horses, but they wouldn’t let us, because we come from Dungog and we wasn’t rared up with herds of cattle. (Like Aunty Sally and Aunty Jessie).

They used to have an old Bay horse, called Bay Pony. They used to put all us kids who came from Dungog who didn’t know or understand horses that well, on old Bay Pony, if you fell off he’d stop, he’d stay there until you got back on him and he’d go again. (I love Bay Pony, Mother!)
He was Grandfather's favourite horse - coming home from the mail in the afternoon, cause he would have his parcels and he'd have his bottles and of course he'd have a few drinks before he left with the boys at the post office and if he fell off the Bay Pony coming along the road, the old Bay Pony would stay with him, because he couldn't get back on him to ride home. A wonderful story, Mother (much laughter).

Now I'm going to tell you a story about the Bay Pony and myself. I always went for messages for my Grandmother to buy eggs from people about the country. Anyhow, coming home it got dark. I had the eggs, hanging onto the eggs. I wanted to go one way and he wanted to go another way. Anyway, it got so dark I give up and I just let him take his head and he took me straight down the gully and down there he came to a fence and at that fence there was a bog. We crossed the bog and we walked up the track up the hill and there was a high log and I didn't want to go over the high log. I wanted to go around, but he jumped over the high log with me and I just sat there - I never broke an egg and I never fell off and Grandma was on the hill waiting for us and Grandma called out and he snorted loud to let her know he was coming.

I think Grandma MUST have been on that hill a lot watching for her husband and her grandchildren - I think she was there a lot, Mother, watching!!!
Q. Mum, by the looks of it, Bay Pony was a very important part of the family. Would you like to tell us another story about him?

A. For years he was Grandfather's stockhorse and he used him on the cattle stations at Nowendoc until he was old and retired and he left him for the children to ride and use around the house and for Grannie to get the kiddies to go for messages. So this particular day I met the boys coming home from work and they were amazed to see me on old Bay Pony. They said to me, "how did you catch that horse?" I said, "I just walk up and put the bridle on him with no trouble at all". Then Ken (Morris) told me a story, that it once took six men to put this Bay horse in the yard - where I could walk up and put a bridle on him anywhere in the paddock.

He was Grandfather's horse, and he said, "if we could put a bridle on him we could ride him".

Q. Mum, tell us the story about Grandfather Harry and his three daughters.

A. Aunty Bella, Aunty Jessie and Aunty Sally and they all could ride stockhorses and they helped him to drive cattle to Gloucester for the sales for years (until they married) until they married and Grandfather got too old and lived on the pension.
Q. I think it would have been an exciting life for them. To be involved with animals, especially with their Father (said Grandfather) whom they respected so much.

A. My Grandfather was great with cattle and horses too. (He probably taught them all they knew, Mother). He did, I'm sure he did. Because they never got it from anywhere else.

Q. You mentioned earlier, Mother, about Aunty Jessie winning the prizes down in Tamworth for her horseriding abilities. I'm sure Grandfather would have been very proud of her, don't you think? (Name the horse, Johnny Walker) I wonder where she got that name from - it sounds familiar, doesn't it?

A. On the bottle, Grandfather's bottle (much laughter)!!!

Q. Mother, you were just telling me that Grandfather Wright preferred training women to break in horses and cows - would you tell me about that?

A. Yes, well we use to do it. After we came home from school. We'd go for the cows and we'd put the calves in the pen and next morning, of course, the cow had to be broken in and we had to bale the cow up, put her in the bale, peg the bale up and tie her legs to the fence and milk her and she would be kicking and going on, but we would keep at her until we quietened her down.
Q. And what about the horses?

A. Well, you wouldn’t milk a horse, but you would have to break in a horse in the same way. Ride it, jump on its back, bareback, ride on and we use to have to 'mouth' it, put a rope around its neck and put the bridle on to mouth it and we’d race him round and round the yard like the other men use to do it, the boy’s use to do it. We done everything the boys use to do and we loved it and the horse loved it with us too – when we got on horses they never bucked!! Like some horses pig-rooted – these horses never pig-rooted with us.

Q. In other words, you’re saying and you said to me that women handled the horses and the animals easier than what the men did and the animals recognised that?

A. We did, we found it that way, we never used big sticks on them like the men did (and that’s why Grandfather Harry preferred to train women than men?) I suppose that’s what it was and we liked it too!

Q. Grannie Sarah use to help a lot too, with the training?
Q. By the sounds of it Mother, you and the girls had the greatest respect for this young horseman, what was his name?

A. Jimmy Bartholomew - he was always around and we was pleased to have him as he always was a good help.

Q. Mother, there is one story that I have just heard for the first time, as to how Granny Sarah use to cook in the ovens, in the type of ovens she used in her time.

A. When I was a young girl going to school I was only a teenager at that time and I remember living with Granny Wright at Nowendoc and she done her cooking in iron ovens and anthills. She had anthills burnt out, she cooked bread, she cooked dozens of loves of bread in her antill which was heated up by bark to make charcoal. That was many, many years ago and what she cooked was delicious, a lovely golden brown. These ovens were called "Pondas", the Aboriginal name for anthill and there were many of them around the Nowendoc district and the Walcha district. We cooked lovely bread and lovely cakes in them.
Mother: That's right, that's right, but we were expecting that, but we done what we wanted to do, see, and all the time we did what we wanted to do and that is why we wanted to come to Newcastle. We done what we wanted to do and we're still doing it.

Interviewer: You wanted to say about the Dago's. You didn't like referring to them as that Mum, but you didn't find out that word wasn't used in the Italian and Greek communities.

A. In all the towns we'd patronise the Dago's (restaurants) and we didn't know any difference whether they were Greeks or what nationality but that was their name at our refreshment rooms. The Dago's, let's go to the Dago's for a nice meal.

FOOTNOTE (1):
In reference to my persistency in asking Mother about the "Daily Telegraph" (DT) competition - she always told me the story of Aunty Jessie and the competition - of how Aunty Jessie's schoolteacher entered her class in a competition when the DT wanted a new way of printing "The Daily Telegraph" and Aunty Jessie won the competition. (Of course I have to confirm this winning, sometime in the future!!! - but as a child I loved the story)
Unfortunately, the mental breakdowns in my Mother's family alone are frightening statistics, for both men and women, and this must apply to Aboriginal families all across Australia. The death of young adults, in some families both parents, means they are leaving behind young children who are living without their parents for nearly a full lifetime.

We are entitled to life!

Well Mother, we have come to the end of our interview and I would like to thank you for your stories and it gives me immense pleasure to know I have them on record for your future generations.

We both must thank my Australian History Lecturer, Mrs. Margaret Henry, for making this project a part of my Australian History Course.

****

Yes, I have met Margaret and I am very happy to be a part of my daughter's project and I thank you for giving us this opportunity.

Annie Whilamena Kelly

3rd September 1989
THE TRADITIONAL LIFE
LIVED BY
THE DUNGGUTTI PEOPLE
OF THE
MACLEAY RIVER REGION IN NEW SOUTH WALES

Introduction

My research project is on the traumatic effect of the loss of identity suffered by the Dunggutti tribe, an ancient race of indigenous people of which my mother, Annie Whilamena Kelly, is an elderly member. Annie Kelly was born 9th February 1909 on the fringes of the Callaghan Swamps cattle station near Tamworth where her father worked as a drover. Her tribal ancestry is of these ancient people whose recognized territory is in an area known as "The Falls Country" which lies between the New England Tablelands where the Macleay river, a once vital part of the survival of the Dunggutti people, commences its flow to Kempsey where the mouth of the Macleay river runs into the Pacific Ocean.

My project commenced with a request to the Institute of Aboriginal Studies in Canberra which resulted in a list of references relating to the Dunggutti tribe. The Newcastle University's Auchmuty library furnished me with books and materials supplied through the Inter-Library Loan service from the Institute of Aboriginal Studies.
Because my mother had always mentioned the Seventh Day Adventist Church and their association with the Dunggutti people I approached the head librarian of the Avondale College in Cooranbong, south of Newcastle, who advised me of the Mirrivinni Gardens Aboriginal Academy in Kempsey with which the Seventh Day Adventists were initially associated but which is now functioning mainly with Aboriginal staff members.

Also in my research I came into contact with Pastor Bruce Roberts, Aboriginal Co-ordinator, The Aboriginal Seventh Day Adventist Church in Kempsey who was very helpful with information concerning the church’s involvement with the Bellbrook Reserve which was first established in 1883.

In making contact with the Macleay River Historical Society, Kempsey, their research assistant, Mrs. Moira Hodgson, was also very helpful with information on the Dunggutti people.
This vast continent has been occupied by an ancient race of people for over 50,000 years. It has taken only two hundred years of those 50,000 years for the Dunggutti people to experience the traumatic process of losing their cultural identity.

The Dunggutti tribal territory which measures 285,000 hectares follows the Macleay River from high in the New England Tablelands where there is a 2000 foot drop from the plateau into deep ravines which are scenically magnificent. The Macleay continues its flow through tumbling waterfalls, heavy forests, deep gorges and mountain ranges to a narrow coastal plain and then to the Pacific Ocean near Kempsey. The forests were made up of eucalyptus hardwood, red and white cedar, native oak and almost impenetrable rain forests consisting of enormous trees, vines, tree ferns and numerous species of plant and animal life.

The Dunggutti people were an organised society with their own lore, Clever Men (doctors), religious rituals and corroborees. Tribal gatherings took place when the initiation ceremony of ‘Kippara’ (or ‘Cawarra’) took place. During religious rituals and corroborees the shields and boomerangs were decorated with designs in ochre. Sacred sites were marked with carved trees and stone arrangements. In 1935 the last initiation ceremony carried out by Aboriginal people in New South Wales was held by the Dunggutti tribe which is a strong indication as to how long they struggled against white domination in trying to retain their own
cultural identity. Several of the sacred sites in Dunggutti territory have been outlined by H.F.M. Creamer, Research Officer for the National Parks and Wildlife Service of N.S.W. At the heart of the Dunggutti territory is Mount Anderson, the most well known site to all Dunggutti people. It is known as 'Burrel Bullai' and is "believed to possess a strong spiritual power capable of drawing all Dunggutti people back to their homelands." The Dunggutti and Gumbangirra coastal people shared several sacred sites on the Nambucca River which framed the boundary between their land.

Implements used by the Dunggutti Aborigines either in the case of tribal warfare or during their hunter-gatherer lifestyle included spears, clubs, boomerangs, shields; stone axes, cleavers and scrapers, hammerstone and grindstones; firesticks, digging sticks, water and food carriers. Dillybags and nets fashioned from string were made from the teased-out inner bark of the curryjung sapling.

There are very few references to the clothing worn by the Dunggutti people. However they are described as wearing cloaks made of opossum skins and Barry Morris refers to the 'murripin', a type of loincloth which was worn by the tribesmen in preference to the trousers issued by the Aboriginal Protection Board.
The search for their food was an important part of the daily routine of Dunggutti people. A Dunggutti tribal elder and councillor, Victor A. Shepherd, who was also my Uncle, described meeting some old tribesmen and one in particular in 1921 who was reputed to be over 100 years of age. All were in good health. "Each was very active and mentally alert, and without exception each carried a full set of teeth and each possessed exceptionally keen eyesight....I have heard their stories of the ancient tribesmen they knew in their boyhood and girlhood days, for my maternal grandmother was numbered among these grand old folk. I can recall that she chewed her food thoroughly and always drank plenty of water. She possessed an excellent set of teeth and never hurried through a meal. The diet was well balanced at all times. Owing to the fact that temperance was a strict rule coupled with close practice of conservation, there was always an abundance of foods commensurate with the needs of the community irrespective of where the people were located."

Their natural foods included meat, fish, shellfish, crustaceans, eggs of pythons and eggs of emus, plain turkey, scrub turkey and most water birds; fruits, two kinds of figs, lily roots, three kinds of yams, two kinds of raspberries, cherries, lily-pillies, nuts, seeds of certain grasses, cabbage tree tops, three types of native bee honey (one of which had intoxicating qualities) and witchetty grubs.
Victor said, "such an array of food linked with temperance produced a lean and wiry individual charged with vitality, stamina and endurance which ensured a long and active life." He remarked on the fact that, "there were not fat or 3. over-weight persons back in the old times."

In 1923 W.J. Enright wrote that the same language was spoken by Aboriginal people along the Australian East coast. The information in reference to the Dunggutti language was obtained 10. from an "old full-blood Aboriginal", born in the district before it was settled by white men. Enright states there were no written records of the language of the Dunggutti people but the following are a few examples of its vocabulary and grammar recorded by Rev. H. Livingstone as in the appendix to 'An Australian Language', by Rev. L.E. Threlkeld:

- Ear : Na-gun
- Eye : Meel
- Nose : Jun-gun

In 1964 a Swedish linguist, Professor Nils Holmer visited the Bellbrook Reserve and spoke to five men who still remembered the Dunggutti tongue. Professor Holmer who recorded 1000 words 11. stated that the language was difficult for Europeans 11. there appeared to be no distinctions between consonants. According to Ray Kelly, a Senior Aboriginal Sites Officer with the National Parks and Wildlife Service of N.S.W., the Dunggutti language is now only spoken by a few elderly Aboriginal people in Kempsey.
The Dunggutti folklore is the important storytelling by the elders of the tribe. The following is told by Victor Shepherd (who lived at the Bellbrook Reserve) on how the Nulla Nulla Creek was formed: "Once men of the tribe went fishing in the big water and caught an eel and gave it to two children to watch over while they went hunting in the bush. The children watched the eel as they were told, but a bad man came up and wanted the eel so he tickled them to death and took it. He ran off into the bush.

When the men of the tribe came back and saw what had happened, they sent for the medicine man who used all his powers to bring the children back to life. The children told the warriors what had happened and pointed the way the bad man had taken. The warriors set out to track down the bad man. The bad man knew he was being tracked and ran this way and that, trying to hide. He went up into the hills and found a rock and hid under it but soon the warriors came up. They could not move the rock, but a thrush which had magical powers flew up and heard what the warriors had to say and broke open the rock. The warriors rushed in and threw their spears into the bad man's back and the medicine man came up and changed him into a porcupine and the spears became quills. The track the bad man made as he tried to flee from the warriors was turned into the Nulla Nulla creek, fed from waters which came from the rock."
By 1835, with the expansion of European settlement throughout New South Wales, the Dunggutti people's territory was finally invaded. Their tribal territory was in rich pastoral riverlands and thick timbered forests, therefore they were soon to feel the effects of the settlers associated with these industries.

These settlers were soon to upset the delicate balance and endangered the mere existence of this peaceful race of people. The Dunggutti people did not submit passively to the invaders of their tribal lands. A number of the Dunggutti people were forced to flee from the New England Tableland or up the Macleay River throughout the European invasion. Their retreat was into beautiful but barren and precipitous country that could only be entered by horse or on foot. Hostility eventually spilled over between them and the settlers in the isolated area of the Upper Macleay valley as the flocks, herds and timber-cutters took possession of their hunting grounds. The Dunggutti people defended their lands in the only way their natural skills and weaponry could be utilised which was in the form of guerilla warfare. They were regarded as being particularly aggressive by the early settlers and were described as 'great strapping and ferocious-looking fellows, fully armed with spears, boomerangs and tomahawks.' Reprisals for their attacks were often severe, despite the regulation which provided for the protection of the Aborigines.
Due to the shortage of food caused by the invasion of their territory, raids on the settlers and their stock by the Dunggutti warriors continued throughout the 1840's. "In 1849 twenty-nine of the thirty-one station owners in the region petitioned for protection from the government and sought the introduction of a special bill to punish the Dunggutti people. They were advised that the Attorney-General could not devise any measure for punishment other than by the law as it then stood. Continued pleas for assistance eventually resulted in a force of Native Police being brought down from further north in 1856. These Native Police were stationed at 'Nulla Nulla' until 1858 to locate and apprehend the Dunggutti fighters. The 'Nulla Nulla' station was eventually to be made use of by the Aboriginal Protection Board.

Between 1835 and the 1850's the Dunggutti people were decimated by the invaders in a violent process of poisonings and murders. The only reference found throughout my research on introduced diseases in relation to the Dunggutti tribe was the illness 'tuberculosis'. As one councillor seeking the removal of Aborigines from the hospital stated at a council meeting, 'He had it on good medical authority that at least 80 per cent of the Aborigines were infected with T.B. and in many cases with something worse'. It is well written but not documented, that the Aboriginal people throughout Australia including the Dunggutti people simply died as a result of introduced diseases
such as polio-myelitis, smallpox, tuberculosis, influenza, venereal diseases and even minor childhood ailments such as measles which the Aboriginal people had no immunity.

To enable the authorities to have greater control of the Dunggutti people, who by the 1880's were now refugees in their own land, the Aboriginal Protection Board established the Bellbrook Aboriginal Reserve in 1883 on the Nulla Nulla Creek which originally had been the Native Police Station.

The Anglican Church was involved with the reserve initially which became the reason for its identification as a 'mission'. In 1913 the N.S.W. Conference of the Seventh Day Adventists sent Pastor Phillip Rudge to establish a mission at the Macleay River after an initial failed attempt in 1910. The Dunggutti people who were once confident and successful hunter-gatherers in their own vast tribal territory were now confined to 36.4 hectares. This proved to be the beginning of the final demoralising process which meant that the Dunggutti people were now to be completely reliant on the white invaders for their survival.
My father, Richard Kelly, a Dunggutti tribal member married my mother on the Bellbrook reserve. They were married by a Seventh Day Adventist Pastor in the early 1930’s and chose to leave the reserve and Kempsey area in the early 1940’s to separate their three children from the strong racial segregation which was taking place at that time.

My Grandfather, Dick Kelly, born in the late 1800’s was fondly referred to by all of his grandchildren as 'Ba Ba' Kelly which could possibly be the only word from the Dunggutti dialect we all would recognise immediately. His grandchildren are now spread out across New South Wales today as urban Aborigines. Grandfather’s future generations are ancestors of members of the very strong proud race of Dunggutti people who lived in one of the richest riverland areas in Australia. His tribe is of a race of people whose culture is the most unique and ancient surviving indigenous culture on this earth. Despite this period of adjustment to our lifestyle we will continue to survive with the same affinity with this land as our forefathers possessed.

During this 200 year cultural identity struggle by the Dunggutti people one of our tribal elders, Ray Kelly, has been able to view personally, on a continual basis, the desecration of our sacred sites. The Dunggutti people see these sacred sites as the cultural petrification of our past history over the 50,000 years of occupancy of this continent which was declared "Terra Nullius" by our European invaders.
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A SUMMARY OF THE LIFE OF MRS. ANNIE WHILAMENA KELLY WHO IS OF ABORIGINAL DESCENT MEMBER OF THE DUNGUTTI TRIBE, NEW ENGLAND TABLELANDS, NSW FROM 1909

*****

Mrs. Annie Whilamena Kelly's story is that of an Aboriginal woman who was brought up by her grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Wright, who was born in 1838 and lived for 104 years of the 200 year occupation of Australia. Sarah Wright was born 50 years (second generation) after the invasion of Aboriginal soil by Europeans. As mentioned in Annie's story her Mother suffered a nervous breakdown. Annie was ten years of age and she was not to live with her Mother again. The strongest influence over her from that time was her grandmother. The ambitions of her grandmother who after only two generations of civilisation was to ensure that Annie adapt to European society without too much pressure from either society.

Annie achieved this by marrying a Dunggutti tribal member, Richard Kelly, who had the very same ambitions as herself. They journeyed out of their Dunggutti tribal area which lies between the New England Tablelands and Kempsey on the north coast to Newcastle in the Hunter Valley.

They did not have Aboriginal predecessors to advise them of all the pitfalls that would eventually effect their adjustment to the European society. All they could think of was that their four children would have every opportunity that they could offer.
The traditional lifestyle of an Aboriginal woman was to share the caring and nurturing of her children with extended female members of her family. Annie left this familiar tribal environment for two reasons. One was to ensure her children achieve an education that would enable them to find skilled employment and to also take them away from the negative environment in Aboriginal Reserves and towns back in the 1940's. Unfortunately, these environments have not changed in 50 years, in fact, they have worsened along with the European society due to the effects of drug and alcohol abuse.

From the time she was 35 years of age she has lived in "white" society in Newcastle without the daily support of her Aboriginal extended family. As Annie was very conscious of her Aboriginality she did not blend at all within the "white" society. This was to finally take its toll when her children who grew up under her positive influence began to make their own way in western society.

These four skilled young people who were taken from their natural Aboriginal tribal environment were now young adults and were following their natural instincts in socialising in a "white" environment and that was too prove unsuccessful. They had to return to their own people on the Reserves and in these environments they proved to be misfits as well.
Meanwhile at 54 years of age Annie became widowed which meant greater isolation for an Aboriginal woman in white society. The progressive decisions made by Annie and her husband to leave their people and try to adjust to a European society has proven to be an immense sacrifice to her health. Annie can only hope that her future generations will continue with the enormous adjustment that has to be made by Aboriginal people to this European society.

Maybe with the growth of the country the Aboriginal people will not have to leave their tribal environment which must give them a certain amount of strength to survive in itself, as over the past 200 years they have had to PROVE to this European society their own cultural affinity with this land.
My name is Miss Shay Kelly. The party that I'm about to interview is my Mother, Mrs. Annie Whilamena Kelly who is of Aboriginal descent. The interview is for my Australian History Course which I am doing at the Newcastle University as part of the 1989 Part-Time Open Foundation Course. It is Saturday, 7.30 p.m., 3rd June 1989 and the interview is being conducted at Unit 12A, 14B Teralba Road, Adamstown, 2289.

****

It is lovely to be here with you this evening, Mum. I know you turned 80 years of age this year - you were born 9 February 1909.

Q. Would you tell me where you were born?

A. I was born at Callaghan Swamps near Inglebar, 1909 and my father and my grandfather worked amongst cattle for a wealthy grazier at Callaghan Swamps at Inglebar.

Q. Soon after you were born, Mum, I believe you were taken to Nowendoc - would you tell me where Nowendoc is?

A. I don't remember going to Nowendoc as I was very young. I can't remember Inglebar until Aunty Ella (first sister) was born and that was when my Mother took me back to Inglebar and showed me where they lived. What was the question you asked me now?
Q. When you went to live at Nowendoc it was at a very early age and you did all your schooling at Nowendoc, didn't you?

A. Yes, well as I grew up my Father and Mother took a selection at Nowendoc, so many acres of land, and that is where I went to school at Nowendoc.

Q. You had three sisters and one brother and you all went to school until you were fifteen years of age. I believe your brother, John, was the first Aboriginal to receive the Intermediate Certificate in New South Wales (in Australia). You really must be very proud of him.

A. I couldn't believe it either. I thought it was only Nowendoc, but it was Australia. When I found out it was Australia, I was more pleased about it.

Q. You must have had a marvellous teacher (Mrs. Kinnear).

A. We did. She loved them (the Aboriginal people). Yes. She loved Aunty Mary (youngest sister). She took Aunty Mary into live with her as a companion (a cattle station near Gloucester).

Q. Nowendoc is at the back of Taree. It is beautiful country?
A. It is a long way from Taree but it is closer to Gloucester. There is Nowendoc, then Gloucester at the foot of the hill where poor Ernie (Wright) was buried, but Taree is miles and miles back this way, back towards Wingham, you know, going back towards Kempsey on the railway.

Q. You're Father's people came from there, didn't they? (Where?) From Nowendoc?

A. He came from Callaghan's Swamps, Inglebar (he spent most of his life at Nowendoc, didn't he?) After he got married. He got married at Inglebar. There were three weddings. There was Dad's, and his sister, Aunty Annie and Uncle Jack, his brother. They had three weddings (on the same day).

Then they all left Inglebar to build at Nowendoc to have their children and for them to go to school.

Q. The three brothers were given a selection each, weren't they Mum (they took up selections). There was your Uncle Henry.

A. That's what took them down there. It was land that was opened up and they wanted people to take land, so Dad took up one selection, Uncle Henry took the other and Uncle Jack took up the other one. But they lost it all because they couldn't get work and they didn't have the money to pay, the little money they had to pay to keep it going.
Q. I believe your Mother suffered a nervous breakdown, Mum, and she left you at a very early age. How old were you?

A. I was ten years old - eight or nine. I was eight years older than John. John was just born. I suppose he must have been either 6 months or 6 weeks old.

Q. So you lived with your grandparents.

A. Our grandparents, Sarah Wright and Henry Wright.

Q. What did Henry do for a living when he was at Nowendoc, Mum?

A. Grandfather Henry Wright, he worked for Mr. Laurie, a cattle station owner and he done all his work among the cattle, doctoring cattle, drafting cattle, looking after cattle and sending cattle to the stations and taking them to Gloucester for selling here in Newcastle and Sydney for Mr. Laurie.

Q. Grannie Sarah - did she work at the station at all?

A. No - she stayed at home and looked after the children. She use to make all of her own bread, home cooking. Every second day grandfather would kill a bullock and bring it home and hang it up in the fireplace. It was the only way to keep meat in those days - in the fireplace.
Q. Why the fireplace?

A. To preserve it. Some salted in its own brine. I can see him doing it now.

Q. Grannie Sarah had about 10 children in the house, didn’t she?

A. Just with our kids she did. All her children were grown up. Sally was grown up - she was the eldest. Edna was her daughter. Edna was about six. Grannie had Edna, poor Ernie. She had Tom Allen, then she had us five kids.

(He must have been a wonderful women). Then she raised us up and looked after us and sent us to school. (You loved her very much). My Aunties (the mothers) went to work. They were working on stations.

Q. You adored Grannie Sarah, didn’t you Mum?

A. Oh! She was a sweetie. She was the sweetest. She never said a nasty word to you. She was one of those grannies who treated all her children alike. She had a way of asking you to do things, you would do it and you would love doing it.
That's how it was for me and I done everything I could possibly do for her because you know what happened to my mother. My father was working at Gloucester for Mackay. She had Aunty Bella's boy and Aunty Jessie's boy because they were all born and there was Edna. She had eight kids and she looked after them. There was never a nasty word or fights or anything.

Q. I believe at one time, Mum, it was the practice by the Government to take children away from their parents. I believe they came for you and your brother and sisters. Would you tell us about that?

A. Well, the only thing I knew was that (what was the feller's name) (Smithers). He was taking all the dark kids and the other orphan kids too. He did a whole lot of it in Armidale, Uralla and then he came to Nowendoc - 40 miles away from Walcha to get us kids. We didn't have our parents and we were living with our old grandmother and they all met him and said, "don't you come in that gate". (This is Uncle Henry, Uncle Jack and Grannie). "Don't you come in that gate". I was there, standing on the hill. I said I'm not going with that man - in my mind - and that was it.
Q. Uncle Henry, Uncle Jack were black trackers at the Police station and Uncle Jim Morris. They heard that this man was coming to take the kids and they stopped this man from taking them?

A. He (Smithers) had a row with them at the Police Station and he went down to 'Glen Kinchie' and stood at the gate and they told him, "don't you come in that gate or on the property". I was standing on the hill.

(You were very lucky, Mum, because a lot of the children were taken from the area, from their grandparents). I heard there, among my Uncles and Auntsies, how the children were treated that were taken away and that was why they went on and stopped all that. They're not taking our children. We went to school. We had to walk all the way to school, but we went to school (every day). (Absenteeism must have been one of the reasons for taking children from their parents).

Q. I bet you were made to go every day too, which was good (because Grannie would want you to have an education).

A. Uncle Henry was good – he was a single man. He helped Grannie and Grandfather. He was a darling and he has all them lovely kids now and he's not there with them.
Q. You left school at fifteen, Mum, and then you went to work at Walcha. Would you tell me about your first job at Walcha? What you did there?

A. Yes, I went to work. I was helping Grannie with all the little ones living at 'Glen Kinchie'. Uncle Jack and Aunty Janey was coming to Walcha and they were driving up to Walcha in the buggy. I think it was Aunty Janey. Anyway I was in the buggy with Uncle Jack and when we got to Walcha, it was about 5.00 o'clock, sunset. We drove about 40 miles from Nowendoc to Walcha and we went straight out to the Reserve where Grandfather Joe was, an old black, everyone called him Grandfather Joe and when I got there they said there was a job in town and asked whether I would like to take this job in town. I went in the next day and they wanted a dark girl and I was there for six years and that was at Seccles.

Q. Did they own a shop, Mum - how was it?

A. He was a saddler, he made saddles, harness and things like that. Didn't I show you where I worked when we went to Walcha (you did). I showed you where I worked.

Q. And you worked with that family for six years. You liked the lady of the house?
A. I liked them all because they were good to me (you must have enjoyed it — six years). They treated me lovely, too.

Q. I believe that it was his parents or her parents that owned a sheep station outside of Walcha?

A. It was their son, Russell. He had a lovely little sheep station. He married a lovely school teacher from Uralla and he had four children — two girls and two boys. They had a lovely brick house at the station. They called it 'Mayfield'. I used to go out there on Sundays. If I didn’t go to the Reserve at Walcha — out among the Kooriees — I would go out and stay with them for the evening. But I had a happy life there and I still had a happy one when I left there and went to Armidale. I went to another station in Armidale — Booralong, not Booralong, yes Booralong. I was there for three years. Me and Mary Widdis. I was the cook/laundress and she was the housemaid/waitress. Her brother was the milkman, Ernie. We were there for three years and while I was working there I met your Father and we went out for two or three years because he lived down on the Macleay River and I lived up in the New England. He used to come up for all the sports just to see me — the Show, rodeos and all this sort of thing.
Q. Both of you belonged to the Dungutti tribe? Is that right?

A. Aboriginal tribe - Dungutti and there was the Kummuri. Grannie was Dungutti and Grandfather was Kummuri. All the blackfellers had their own names. Dorrigo had their own. I’ve forgotten Mums. Mum had one too because she came from the Dorrigo side. Grannie and Grandfather knew their tribe. Grandfather came from Tamworth and Grannie came from Inglebar and that’s how they had their different names - the Kummeri and Dungutti - and that’s the blacks’ tribe - names of the blacks.

Q. So, what year did you get married?

A. I was 23-24 years when I got married.

Q. Did you live in Armidale when you married - where did you get married? (Bellbrook Reserve by a Seventh Day Adventist - Pastor Rosendorf).

A. I lived in Armidale. I worked in Walcha. I use to go to Armidale for all my weekends and I left there and I went to Booralong and I worked thre for three years and I would go to Armidale for my weekends.

Q. Who was your best friend in Armidale?
A. Mary (Widdis). They were all my friends, who was related to my Grannie. All the Widdises - I've forgotten the names. (Nellie). She married a Smith. Nellie was Grannie Jessies eldest daughter. You know all the Smiths, Aunty Nellie's children.

Q. When you married Dad, did you stay at Booralong? Where did you first go to live?

A. No, we went straight to Bellbrook (that's a Reserve on the Macleay River at Kempsey). No, Bellbrook is 40 miles from Kempsey. We lived on the Reserve there. We built our own little shack. That's where Judy, Dick and Reg were born.

Q. How long did you stay there?

A. We stayed there until Judy was ready to go to school then we came back to Walcha and had you.

Q. And I was born on the Reserve at Walcha?

A. You were born on the Reserve at Walcha. Judy was four years old then.

Q. Tell me about the time, Mum, where you took me down to the swamp and you went looking for the snake weed and I was bitten by the snake.
A. Oh, when we were living in the tent? (yes).

Q. Tell me about that?

A. Oh! That was a disaster, that was. I went and cut your foot with a razor. We went to the creek and a snake came up between me and Sadie(Shay) and I looked down and I thought I could see blood on Sadie(Shay) and I ran up to the house and I got this blade and I cut it and I sucked her foot because I thought the snake did bite. The doctor said that it couldn't have got you because you would have been dead. Because I didn't do the cut right or the right operation right. That was the tiger snake, that was.

Q. That was their tiger snakes swamp area. I believe Grannie use to go and get the weed to make the ointment. Tell me about that? Why were you looking for snake weed, Mum?

A. You could get that snake weed anywhere in Walcha. We learned to get that in Inglebar, that's where I was taught. There was a lot growing around Walcha.

Q. And you use to use that for all sort of different problems?

A. I use to cook it. Get the olive oil and cook it in the oil and buy the bees' wax so you could thicken it like ointment. That was all the ointment we use to use, for anything! We
never bought any ointments from chemists. Grannie had all
the different wild things in the bush that she use to make
things out of. She use to - there was a tree now - but I've
forgotten the name of the tree - she use to get us the
leaves and boil it and give it to us to cure these boils (it
did cure them). Yes it cured them and it took marks off us
too, where the people had marks. I had terrible marks. You
seen the marks on me, didn't you. They've all gone.

Q. At what age did you take us away from Walcha, Mum? I was
born there, at what age did you take us away from there?

A. I think it was six months. I don't think you were five
months old. Your Father wanted to get out of there. He
only stayed there because we were waiting for you. He went
to Tobin's camp on the new road that they were putting
through to Port Macquarie. Well, they put him there so they
could get him to fix up the horses because he had his crook
foot and he couldn't do any work but he had to look after
all the horses. But as soon as you were born we packed up
and came back to Armidale to live (how long were we there?)
- three (months) years.

Q. And what made you decide to come to Newcastle to live?
A. Well, we didn't decide to come to Newcastle then. You was ready and the others were ready and you were old enough to travel and Uncle Fred and Aunty Aggy was living in Port Macquarie and they had a nice house so your father said pack up and we'll got to Port Macquarie. So we put old Bonny in the sulky and away we went. It took us a week to go down. But we just went down, we camped all the way down, we fished and oh! it was great. You were a few months old.

Q. Did you like Port Macquarie?

A. Yes, I liked Port Macquarie. We lived there for three years.

I remember a flood there, Mum (you remember that flood). I remember a flood. I can remember us all on the bed, high on the bed and the water was coming in. I'm glad you told me what age I was. I must have been about three (you must have been). I remember that water.

A. I was lying on the bed and I looked under and all that water was coming under our bed. We'll have to go. We lived on the river see - on the Hasting river. In the flood time it use to come up into the creek. We didn't know that.
They always advised, "you want to shift". The Postmaster said the water will come up right past that shed. So we packed up and went out to Uncle Fred and Aunty Aggy for a few days and then Dad said "come on, we're going," we packed up and it took a week for us to come down to Newcastle.

Q. You came to Newcastle because one of your first cousins lived down here?

A. Marge (Smith). I always used to write to her (and Aunty Mary too) - for year and years we wrote. We went to school together and we used to write to each other. This time she wrote to me and said, that we're going - Jack wants to go back to his people. They had five kids then - Alice was the oldest. She said the house is here if you want it. Well that was right in our hands. So we packed up and jumped in the sulky and it took us a week to come down - but that's the old house!

Q. Four children in a sulky - wonderful!!!

A. Yes, we all sat there - comfortable. Three would sit on the floor and one sat up in the middle. You took it in turns all the way, coming from Port Macquarie to Newcastle.

Q. What was the name of your horse?

A. Bonny!!
Q. How long had you had Bonny?

A. I couldn't tell you. They bred Bonny (in Bellbrook). Your Uncle Bill had a mare. She had a foal and that was Bonny. Dad broke her into the sulky. "Come on, we'll go, we've got to take the kids somewhere they can go to school because it's no good there (Bellbrook). (Where did we go?) We went to Port Macquarie first. You didn't go to school at Port. I don't think Reg and Dick did either. Fred and Aggy's kids were only young, but by the time we came down here the other three were ready to go to school, but you weren't.

Q. Tell me the story about when you got to Hamilton railway gates in the horse and sulky?

A. On the first day we came through Newcastle. Oh, it was a good road all the way down - it was a good trip, all the way. Old Bonny was travelling like a 'bonny' and everybody used to look at us coming down the road - seeing us driving the sulky as everyone had cars (much laughter) and coming into Hamilton we cross the .... - Dad didn't know where he was...he got lost...I don't know where I'm going...we'll just have to go...anyway old Bonny just sailed down the street as though she was at home. Anyway we got to a certain place - all those big trees there, you know (Maitland Road near Tighes Hill Technical College) and there
is that turn where you turn to the railway line. Bonny turned in there, trotted down the Hamilton street, there she was ... she got to where the tramline was running across and she didn't stop for the tram and Dad couldn't stop her. She must have said, "I'm going, I'm boss here" and the damn tram had to stop (much laughter) and they had to let us go through (that's the law Mother, they have to stop for the animals). She must have known that fact. Oh! your Father, I've never seen him so white (much laughter), but he couldn't do anything. I was thinking, "what am I going to do with these kids in this sulky - I can't jump out!"

Anyway, we got across and we were right and we thanked Bonny for that - she just took over (much laughter). We went right around that day instead of going past the Dogs (Hamilton). We went up the damn hill where we went around the tram and through Broadmeadow (along the old highway) and we had that long hill (from Adamstown) but old Bonny brought us up the hill like she was dragging something light.

Q. Mum, there was something the kids said together - they liked it so much - you always told me that story - what did they say?
A. When we crossed the railway line there, where I said Bonny turned in - well when we got over that there you all said, "WE NOT GOING BACK TO PORT MACQUARIE" and they all said it together.

Q. They must have liked the train or they must have liked all the activity - I don't what impressed them?

A. Maybe it was old Bonny taking over (much laughter). Oh dear! - it was good though and I liked it myself. I didn't know it was going to be like that.

Q. Was that the first time you had seen a tram, I suppose it would have been?

A. Oh no! I'd seen trams lots of times cause we used to come down for Christmas when Uncle John was a baby.

Q. You would come down to Newcastle, Maitland or where?

A. Maitland, Newcastle - come right down here and go to the beach. The first place I saw the beach was down here in Newcastle.

Q. All that sand, did you think anything of the sand?

A. Oh no! No, it was the water I liked.
Q. What did you like about the water?

A. The stories my Father use to talk about. Don’t go near the water because it will carry you out and I was scared, I was scared of the water.

Q. Did Marge and Fred know you were coming?

A. Oh! It was Marge and Jack - it was them that got us to Newcastle because when we wrote - we use to write to each other every week from the time we left school. I don’t know how many kids she had - of all the kids you were the baby then. When I got this letter she said, we were leaving Newcastle and she said the house was here if you want it and that was just all I wanted as I use to write to her every week and that was it.

Q. Did you like the house when you saw it? It was a big house.

A. It was a big house, but we would have liked anything because we wanted to be in Newcastle. It was comfortable. It had everying in it - stove, open fire - the only thing was we had to carry water - but you know what they done, the Water Board done - they went and put the water in for us. They put a pipe in with a tap on it right in front of our house. (Yes I remember that).
Q. There were a lot of fruit and grape vines around that house at the back. Did Jack and Marge put them in?

A. The people that owned that place – they put them in there – Hannington, wasn’t it?

Q. When did you find out that Dad qualified for an invalid pension? How did you find that out?

A. Doctors.

Q. Was that soon after he came to Newcastle?

A. See, his leg, he had one small leg from polio (he had polio as a child). The doctors were amazed that his leg grew the same length seeing that it happened so young.

Q. It was turned at the ankle?

A. His ankle was twisted because the weak leg was the leg that carried all the weight. That’s why it twisted – that’s what the doctor said anyway.

Q. He could support his family with the invalid pension but he did go out to work as well, didn’t he. Would you tell us how he worked?
A. Cutting props in the bush out there. Him and another old pensioner, Tommy Sidebottom.

Q. And where did those props go to, Mum?

A. To the man who brought the props to take them to the ... See in the mines they had to have props, so all these props that they cut in the bush all went into the mines. They used to have to cut a 100 props to get a pound, a quid, but that was a lot of money in those days.

Q. He did that for years, didn’t he?

A. Mmm, him and Tommy Sidebottom. It was easy with Tommy Sidebottom — then something happened — he suffered with his heart so he had to give it away, but anyway we struggled and we struggled until we bought this little house over there. It was Tommy Sidebottom who got us that house because he knew that woman. She had a big family and her husband was killed on the train at Broadmeadow — he was crushed. So she just packed up. She knew Tommy Sidebottom and Tommy Sidebottom said I’ve got a family to take this house.

Q. And what is the address of this house?
A. 12 Vena Street, Glendale, 2285.

Q. And how long have you lived there for?
A. How long, you tell me?
We moved there in 1956 (how old were you). I was about 13 years. (You were going to high school).

Q. And you have lived there ever since?

A. And I’ve been there ever since. I own the place now. I was told I’m going to have a mansion built there. So I’m waiting for this mansion and that’s coming up too. I don’t want a mansion, I want a palace. Palaces are for coloured people, mansions for whites. I want a palace (much laughter). That’s another story.

Interviewer: At this point Mother would like to talk about Bonny, the family’s horse.

Mother: I’m talking about Bonny, our horse that brought us to Newcastle. Dad (her husband) turned her out to retire (she use to escape a lot, didn’t she). Yes, she use to get out of the paddock and she was found in the Pound Yard. Years after she was found in the Pound and that made us all happy because she was bought by a baker. A baker bought her out of the Pound Yard and she was the horse that he wanted because she would stand wherever he wanted her to while he was delivering bread. So that’s where our dear old Bonny finished up – in a baker’s cart.

That’s a nice story Mother!
Mother: Also, I would like you to meet my daughter-in-law - Violet Priest and here she is if you would like to speak.

Violet Priest: Hullo Annie, hullo Shay - it's nice to be with you to-night.
Q. Mum, when we were talking about the selections yesterday, we didn't name them. Would you tell me the names of the men that owned the selections?

A. My Father, Billy Wright - our home was called 'Fauna Vale' and that land was at Nowendoc in the New England Tablelands.

Q. And the names of Uncle Jacks and Uncle Henry's?

A. Uncle Henry's (Wright) home was named 'Glen Kinchie' (and Cedar Vale) and Uncle Jack's (Wright) was named Cedar Valley.

Q. And what did they do on the properties, Mum?

A. Well they worked for other people, clearing their county or clearing for other people as contracts for other people - station owners.

Q. Didn't they run cattle and horses for themselves on their own selections?

A. Yes, they had their own horses and their own cattle. They had their own milking cows, they had their own pigs - as young people when they first got married.
Q. And they lived off the land then?

A. Yes, they lived off the land until it was the war (will I put that in). The war spoilt everything - they were just put back and they had to live the best way they could like the rest of the people and that's just how it was. But they built their own houses and they cut their own timber, most of the timber they cut and some of the timber came from a man who had a sawmill and they got sheets from the sawmill and the boards to line the houses inside. But our house got burned down, we don't know how, bush fires must have done it.

Q. You have another story too Mum. I think it was Aunty Jessie. She entered a competition where the Daily Telegraph was trying to find a certain print in the way that they print the words, "Daily Telegraph" (the name of the paper).

A. Was it the Daily Telegraph? Her photo was in it. She had her photo taken. It all happened in Tamworth and she won with this beautiful horse, 'Johnny Walker'. Oh! he was the most beautiful chestnut horse and she won this prize, first prize for the Tamworth Show on 'Johnny Walker'.
Q. We have a horsewoman in the family?!?! - wonderful!!

A. They were all horsewomen! They could all ride, because we all had horses, saddles and bridles. That was the only way to get around, you know - horse and buggy. We had everything that everybody else could have in the country.

Q. That story, Mum, about the competition for the Daily Telegraph - tell me about that?

A. Was it the Daily Telegraph? I really don't know, I just know that she was the Aboriginal lady/women that won at the Show and they took her photo and everything and they had her photo in the paper and that photo Aunty Ruby had. It was a beautiful photo but unfortunately, Aunty Ruby had all those photos - they should have been kept but that house was burned down (Oh Mum! that was a tragedy). Everything was burnt, but anyway that's what happened, but otherwise the history was all there (it was sad). It was very sad to think that, but we have another generation living in a better life and that's why we are in Newcastle today. We came here to be educated like the rest of the people for the rest of the generations, the way of the white people.
Q. I've noticed Mum, that you don't have an accent? I don't think Uncle Jack or Aunty Mary or Aunty Lu had the Aboriginal accent. Is that because of that teacher you had at Nowendoc? Do you think? You must have noticed that you don't have an accent. You've heard other Aboriginal people talk, but you don't have that accent.

A. No, it was a teacher from Inglebar. It came from Granny, Dad, Uncle Jack, Uncle Henry, Aunty Bella, Aunty Jessie and Aunty Sally and all of Granny's family. The teacher's name was Mr. Uren - he was a marvellous teacher and he taught them everything they know, how they spoke, what they done it was taught by Mr. Uren, their schoolteacher at Inglebar. I don't think he was a white man (really), but I wouldn't say that positively, somebody might know what he was but he was a schoolteacher that took an interest. Just like the teachers today among the Aborigines. This was one person and he taught all them how to speak and do things.

Q. Also, Mum, you have another story too, when yourself, Aunty Lu, Aunty Mary, Uncle Jack (Aunty Ella) were christened I believe that the Pastor or the Preacher came from Raymond Terrace?
A. Well, there were several ministers - ministers we called them - came from Raymond Terrace - they used to come up to (Nowendoc) at different times in the month. Mr. Harper, Mr. Terrace. They were the ministers that christened us - christened all us children because they used to come to 'Glen Kinchie', Uncle Henry's place. That's where they'd come and have their prayers and do all his christening and we'd go to his church on the times he'd come to Nowendoc.

Q. An Anglican minister, Mum?

A. That's what he called himself. He was a minister who would go with everybody. He was called the Minister, Mr. Terrace.

Q. Mum, you just said, 'Mr. Terrace, do you think that could have been Raymond Terrace himself because Raymond Terrace is named after a man and you've just said, Mr. Terrace. Could it have been Raymond Terrace, himself, who came to 'Glen Kinchie'.

A. Yes, could have been. We called him Raymond Terrace, no, Minister Terrace, Reverend Raymond Terrace.

Q. So that could have been Raymond Terrace who would visit the Aboriginal people in Nowendoc.
A. There was Mr. Harper too, he would come up here too from Raymond Terrace and Stroud and all those places.

Q. That was a long way to travel. Would they have come by horseback or horse and sulky?

A. No, no. Just by road (by horse). They use to come through floods.

Q. He must have felt he was communicating with the Aboriginal people in that area, don’t you think?

A. He did. He was very, very good to the Aboriginal people. He was one of the kind people that we knew in them times, but he didn’t come from the New England he came from down in the Hunter Valley.

Q. Is that why you wanted to come to the Hunter Valley?

A. No, my Father wanted that. Thats what he done.

Q. You were told by someone in your early years that someday you would live in a big valley. They must known have known you were coming down to the Hunter Valley.

A. That’s right. I had my fortune told (it came true). What was told in my fortune all came true.
Q. You couldn’t get a bigger valley than the Hunter Valley.

A. That’s right. (it’s a beautiful area). At that time I never knew. Although I knew my father worked for J.K. Mackay and he owned a lot of it. So that’s where we, are and I’m still in that valley and I’ve got my family in that valley and they all seem to be happy in that valley, you know, independent.

Q. When you came to Newcastle in 1945 there were not too many Aboriginal people here. Did you meet very many when you first came?

A. The only people there was and a lot of them living over there at Waratah - what did they call that area - Platt’s Estate. Marge and Jack Smith lived over at Charlestown and they had their house there - Mount Hutton/Charlestown and that’s their address and that’s where they lived and that’s the house we got when they left......the house at Mount Hutton.

Q. So in 1945 your life started in the Hunter Valley. You sent your children to Warner’s Bay Public School?

A. My four children went there and then they went on to high school - three of them went to Cook’s Hill Intermediate High and one went to Central at Broadmeadow.
Q. Mother, I know you were happy with the education of your four children, tell me the careers paths they did take after they left school?

A. Judy, the eldest daughter became a secretary and joined the Air Force and became a Sergent military policewoman... Dick, the oldest son served an apprenticeship as a carpenter and became a licensed builder... and Reg, the second son, served an apprenticeship with the Railways and became a boilermaker ... and then there was you. You became a secretary and travelled the world.

Mother: I would like to say now that you were all good children and always wanted to go to school, without any trouble at all.

Interviewer: I think you should be very proud of that record, Mum. I think the school days should be the happy days. Our problems started later when as Aboriginal adolescents, trying to socialise in a purely western society. During school days we had a balance by being reasonably successful in the classrooms and also being successful in sporting competitions. When we left school that all ended.
Q. Mum, I want to go back to when you were a young girl living at 'Glen Kinchie'. Will you tell me the story about when you got lost on the pony.

A. Yes, I caught my Old Bay Horse - the horse I use to ride to go for the cows and I went into the bush and I got lost and I didn't know which way to go. He wanted to go one way and I wanted to go the other and in the finish I let him take his way and he brought me right back home and it was still dark and my grandmother was on the hill 'coo-eeing' out to see where I was - he snorted when she 'coo-ee'd' and she knew I was coming home and that's the kind of horse he was - he was my dear old grandfather's horse that he broke in and use to work and ride on the station.

Q. What's his name, Mum?

A. The horse, 'Bay Pony' - we just called him 'Bay Pony' and he was a darling. He was quiet. You could fall off and he'd stand still till you got back on his back. We use to shoe him - get hold of his legs and pretend to be shoeing him and he'd just stand there while we were taking out stones. He was just wonderful. Grandfather knew all about it. We had the horse to go around that place to go wherever Grandmother wanted us to go to do our shopping in the bush. We use to go to people's places to buy eggs, others for meat. We were
right out in the country. People would give us meat, they'd give us anything, but we would go with the old Bay Pony always and he would bring us home and he always knew the road, he'd take all the shortcuts, because he knew all the roads (much laughter).

Q. You were saying, Mum, that you would go out and get all the cows and calves and you would bring them back - what would you do with them when you brought them back?

A. Well we'd catch him (Bay Pony) and he'd take us out and bring them back. He knew where to find them in the bush, we didn't. He just knew where to go as it was all bush country, but he would bring us back and he'd round them up and he knew what to do and we didn't have give him the reins. He'd round the cattle and he'd put the cows in the paddock and he'd put the calves in the pen where they would stay for the night, so we'd have milk from the cows in the morning. He was broken in for that (Grandfather Harry would have done that). Yes, Grandfather Wright, old Grandfather Wright, my Father's Father.

Q. He was a renowned horseman, wasn't he?
A. Oh yes! He taught Dad (her father) to be a Vet. Later on Dad was a vet for J.K. Mackay at Cangon (Dungog). On all his stations he was a Vet. So that was my Grandfather and my Father’s life — they worked for wealthy people and that was Uncle Henry’s country where we used to go for these cows. He took up his selection, but he lost it later on because he couldn’t get work and that’s why they lost their land — they couldn’t get work, couldn’t get money to pay for their land.

Q. Mum, there was a man in that area at the time that you used to talk about, his name was Jimmy Moonlight.

A. Jimmy Moonlight, no, he didn’t live in that area. Jimmy Moonlight lived down on the Macleay River, Lower Creek, but he lived among the Koori people, with the Morrices. See we was the Wrights at Nowendoc and the Morrices lived at Lower Creek and Aunty Ruby (Morris) and Uncle Henry got married, so it sought of brought us altogether, see and that’s ‘Glen Kinchie’. But Lower Creek is only what I heard about him. But everybody liked Jimmy Moonlight. Jimmy Moonlight was their, what would you say, their ‘bread and butter’. He had all the food. He was a storekeeper and he brought all the food and everything in for the Koori’s, otherwise they would not have survived. I don’t know how they would have lived there only for him.
Q. How did he get around, Mum?

A. I don't know whether he had a horse and cart or what. He didn't walk. He had his own horse and cart. You know, he done it on a pack horse. He use to go to a certain place and he use to go over the mountains on a pack horse. Aunty Ruby was telling me this. They didn't have carts in them days, they had pack horses and all the food had to be carried on special pack horses and he use to go over the mountains and some place and bring all the food back to Lower Creek and all the people use to buy off him.

Q. What nationality was he, Mum?

A. A Chinaman. He was dark - he was coloured (was he black) Yes. I seen him, but he didn't look like a Chinaman, he looked like an Indian. I'll tell you who he looks like - Uncle Jack (her brother). A little man and dark.

Q. You always mentioned to me that there were Indian peddlers amongst the Koori people. I always thought Jimmy Moonlight was one of those Indian peddlers.
A. He was Indian, but he wasn't Chinaman. They called him Jimmy Moonlight, they thought he was a Chinaman. He might have told him he was a Chinaman because they didn't like the Indians. (From what you say, Uncle Jack has Chinese features, you know that very strong boned features, but he is very dark - was Jimmy Moonlight like that). Yes he looked like that.

Q. Mum, tell me the story about Jimmy Bartholomew. He was brought up with your family, by Grannie Sarah and Grandfather Harry. Tell me about him?

A. I'll tell you all about Jimmy Bartholomew. He lived with our family, he lived with my Mother. He lived with my Mother when we was very young and when my Mother had my sister, Ella, she was crossing the river at Inglebar and he met us there and helped us across and brought us up to the house and the next morning we went to some friends of his and had breakfast. This is at Inglebar too.

Q. The name of the family that you had breakfast with, Mum?

A. There name was, Resi's. (What nationality were they?) They were foreigners. (Were they dark, coloured?) Yes, they had that look, that foreign look. There were a lot of people around Inglebar that had that look and they all liked the Aboriginals and the Aboriginals liked them. (They liked to live amongst the Aboriginal people?)
Q. Resi - that's a strange name.

A. Yes, it's a foreign name, see. I think they might be still around. No, I think they went back to their country.

Q. Mum, tell me about the Indian peddlers that used to come amongst the Koori people?

A. When I was a girl, around about my early teens they would come among the Koori's and they had food, they'd bring food, groceries, clothes and they had a horse and van to do all this and they travelled for miles. From Walcha to Nowendoc and from Walcha to Inglebar, anywhere where the Aboriginals were, we'd buy food and clothes off these Indians. There was no other way we could buy clothes or food. The only other way was to get it through the mail, once or twice a week, but these Indians would bring it.

Q. They sound like they operated the same way as Jimmy Moonlight who came from the Lower Creek/Macleay area, but you said these people came from Walcha, Mum?

A. They lived in Walcha. Jimmy Moonlight was at Lower Creek and he did the same in Lower Creek as these people did in Walcha.
Q. You liked the people from Walcha, as well as Jimmy Moonlight. Tell me about the times when they came at Christmas time?

A. They use to come at Christmas time and have Christmas with us. Bring things for the children and we'd go down to where they had their camps, near their vans and they use to make us Johnny Cakes and they use to make us nice curry and we had Johnny Cakes and curry. Grandfather would have all his grandchildren there and all around him and they would be serving us Johnny Cakes and curry - wasn't it lovely!! We really enjoyed it! This is in Nowendoc in front of Uncle Henry's home, 'Glen Kinchie'. I remember their names as Peter Meiler and Charlie Lamglosh and they both had stores at Walcha and the store at Walcha was called Peter Meiler's Store.

Q. Did they have a family, Mum, did you ever see them?

A. Yes, he had a wife. He brought his wife over. (Was she Indian?) Yes she was Indian. For years and years he had to fight to get her over (from over in India) and they sent Charlie Lamglosh back and he died on his way over. He was a hundred miles from home. He was sick. He was Peter's friend. Peter's wife was over there. The girl must have been young when he left over there, anyhow they come back. She's like, who was she like, they were both like Theresa (Mum's grandaughter). (Really, our Theresa?)
Q. Mum, let's now talk about your Father, Billy Wright?

A. For seventeen years my Father worked at Tamworth Police station. He was the 'blacktracker' at a little town just out of Tamworth - I just don't know the name, but he was there for seventeen years.

Q. From there, he went into cattle, didn't he?

A. When he left the Police station, he went to work for J.K. Mackay here at Cangon, Dungog and many other places around Gunnedah and in the Hunter Valley. J.K. Mackay had many properties and he worked for him among cattle as a doctor, a Vet, he was, with horses and cattle.

Q. J.K. Mackay liked Koori people, didn't he, Mum? He employed quite a lot of stockmen?

A. That's what this man, this stranger, said. When I was talking to a man on the train coming past Aberdeen (railway). Look, he said, your Father should have been a millionaire cause he worked for J.K. Mackay as a Vet and he done all the doctoring for him on cattle and horses.

Q. He worked for him for years, didn't he, Mum? You lived there at Dungog for time when he was working at Cangon?
A. He worked at many places, we shifted around, you know.

Q. Did you ever meet Mr. Mackay?

A. Y-e-e-s!! One day in particular when I was nine years old. We was living in Dungog, near Cangon Station where my Father lived/worked and on this particular day I went to see Mr. Mackay to find out where my Father was and we had to cross a river. (Who was with you, Mum?) Me and my sister, Lulu, was talking to Mr. Mackay in the orchard and he picked some oranges for us and put them in a bag and helped us back to the river, cause there was a log we had to walk across and he carried the oranges across the log and he saw us across safely and on the other side our Aunty Sally was waiting for us.

Q. On that day, Mum, the message was that your Mother had been taken to hospital, hadn’t she?

A. All this happened because my Mother was taken to hospital and we had to be adopted to our Grandmother in Nowendoc. Aunty Sally was in Dungog at the time as they brought a herd of cattle from Nowendoc to Gloucester and it was there that we gave her the message to come and see us children at Cangon with J.K. Mackay.
Q. Mum, you’re saying that Aunty Sally and Aunty Jessie were working as stockwomen, helping Grandfather Harry move cattle from Gloucester to Dungog. That’s the first time I’ve heard of Aboriginal women working as stockwomen.

A. Oh! they loved it. They loved it. (It was a way of life for them, wasn’t it?)

Q. I think it sounds natural too, because their grandfather was a stockmen, your father was a stockman, so your father’s sisters automatically worked in the saddle too. (They loved it!). Did you ever get on, herding the cattle at all yourself, Mum?

A. I use to ride horses, but they wouldn’t let us, because we come from Dungog and we wasn’t rared up with herds of cattle. (Like Aunty Sally and Aunty Jessie).

They use to have an old Bay horse, called Bay Pony. They use to put all us kids who came from Dungog who didn’t know or understand horses that well, on old Bay Pony, if you fell off he’d stop, he’d stay there until you got back on him and he’d go again. (I love Bay Pony, Mother!)
He was Grandfather’s favourite horse - coming home from the mail in the afternoon, cause he would have his parcels and he’d have his bottles and of course he’d have a few drinks before he left with the boys at the post office and if he fell off the Bay Pony coming along the road, the old Bay Pony would stay with him, because he couldn’t get back on him to ride home. A wonderful story, Mother (much laughter).

Now I’m going to tell you a story about the Bay Pony and myself. I always went for messages for my Grandmother to buy eggs from people about the country. Anyhow, coming home it got dark. I had the eggs, hanging onto the eggs. I wanted to go one way and he wanted to go another way. Anyway, it got so dark I give up and I just let him take his head and he took me straight down the gully and down there he came to a fence and at that fence there was a bog. We crossed the bog and we walked up the track up the hill and there was a high log and I didn’t want to go over the high log. I wanted to go around, but he jumped over the high log with me and I just sat there - I never broke an egg and I never fell off and Grandma was on the hill waiting for us and Grandma called out and he snorted loud to let her know he was coming.

I think Grandma MUST have been on that hill a lot watching for her husband and her grandchildren - I think she was there a lot, Mother, watching!!!
Q. Mum, by the looks of it, Bay Pony was a very important part of the family. Would you like to tell us another story about him?

A. For years he was Grandfather's stockhorse and he used him on the cattle stations at Nowendoc until he was old and retired and he left him for the children to ride and use around the house and for Grannie to get the kiddies to go for messages. So this particular day I met the boys coming home from work and they were amazed to see me on old Bay Pony. They said to me, "how did you catch that horse?" I said, "I just walk up and put the bridle on him with no trouble at all". Then Ken (Morris) told me a story, that it once took six men to put this Bay horse in the yard - where I could walk up and put a bridle on him anywhere in the paddock.

He was Grandfather's horse, and he said, "if we could put a bridle on him we could ride him".

Q. Mum, tell us the story about Grandfather Harry and his three daughters.

A. Aunty Bella, Aunty Jessie and Aunty Sally and they all could ride stockhorses and they helped him to drive cattle to Gloucester for the sales for years (until they married) until they married and Grandfather got too old and lived on the pension.
Q. I think it would have been an exciting life for them. To be involved with animals, especially with their Father (said Grandfather) whom they respected so much.

A. My Grandfather was great with cattle and horses too. (He probably taught them all they knew, Mother). He did, I'm sure he did. Because they never got it from anywhere else.

Q. You mentioned earlier, Mother, about Aunty Jessie winning the prizes down in Tamworth for her horseriding abilities. I'm sure Grandfather would have been very proud of her, don't you think? (Name the horse, Johnny Walker) I wonder where she got that name from - it sounds familiar, doesn't it?

A. On the bottle, Grandfather's bottle (much laughter)!!!

Q. Mother, you were just telling me that Grandfather Wright preferred training women to break in horses and cows - would you tell me about that?

A. Yes, well we use to do it. After we came home from school. We'd go for the cows and we'd put the calves in the pen and next morning, of course, the cow had to be broken in and we had to bale the cow up, put her in the bale, peg the bale up and tie her legs to the fence and milk her and she would be kicking and going on, but we would keep at her until we quietened her down.
Q. And what about the horses?

A. Well, you wouldn't milk a horse, but you would have to break in a horse in the same way. Ride it, jump on its back, bareback, ride on and we used to have to 'mouth' it, put a rope around its neck and put the bridle on to mouth it and we'd race him round and round the yard like the other men use to do it, the boy's use to do it. We done everything the boys use to do and we loved it and the horse loved it with us too—when we got on horses they never bucked!! Like some horses pig-rooted—these horses never pig-rooted with us.

Q. In other words, you're saying and you said to me that women handled the horses and the animals easier than what the men did and the animals recognised that?

A. We did, we found it that way, we never used big sticks on them like the men did (and that's why Grandfather Harry preferred to train women than men?) I suppose that's what it was and we liked it too!

Q. Grannie Sarah use to help a lot too, with the training?
Q. By the sounds of it Mother, you and the girls had the greatest respect for this young horseman, what was his name?

A. Jimmy Bartholomew — he was always around and we were pleased to have him as he always was a good help.

Q. Mother, there is one story that I have just heard for the first time, as to how Granny Sarah used to cook in the ovens, in the type of ovens she used in her time.

A. When I was a young girl going to school I was only a teenager at that time and I remember living with Granny Wright at Nowendoc and she done her cooking in iron ovens and anthills. She had anthills burnt out, she cooked bread, she cooked dozens of loves of bread in her antill which was heated up by bark to make charcoal. That was many, many years ago and what she cooked was delicious, a lovely golden brown. These ovens were called "Pondas", the Aboriginal name for anthill and there were many of them around the Nowendoc district and the Walcha district. We cooked lovely bread and lovely cakes in them.
Mother: That's right, that's right, but we were expecting that, but we done what we wanted to do, see, and all the time we did what we wanted to do and that is why we wanted to come to Newcastle. We done what we wanted to do and we're still doing it.

Interviewer: You wanted to say about the Dago's. You didn't like referring to them as that Mum, but you didn't find out that word wasn't used in the Italian and Greek communities.

A. In all the towns we'd patronise the Dago's (restaurants) and we didn't know any difference whether they were Greeks or what nationality but that was their name at our refreshment rooms. The Dago's, let's go to the Dago's for a nice meal.

FOOTNOTE (1):
In reference to my persistency in asking Mother about the "Daily Telegraph" (DT) competition - she always told me the story of Aunty Jessie and the competition - of how Aunty Jessie's schoolteacher entered her class in a competition when the DT wanted a new way of printing "The Daily Telegraph" and Aunty Jessie won the competition. (Of course I have to confirm this winning, sometime in the future!!! - but as a child I loved the story)
Unfortunately, the mental breakdowns in my Mother's family alone are frightening statistics, for both men and women, and this must apply to Aboriginal families all across Australia. The death of young adults, in some families both parents, means they are leaving behind young children who are living without their parents for nearly a full lifetime.

We are entitled to life!

Well Mother, we have come to the end of our interview and I would like to thank you for your stories and it gives me immense pleasure to know I have them on record for your future generations.

We both must thank my Australian History Lecturer, Mrs. Margaret Henry, for making this project a part of my Australian History Course.

****

Yes, I have met Margaret and I am very happy to be a part of my daughter's project and I thank you for giving us this opportunity.

- Annie Whilamena Kelly

3rd September 1989